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One hundred ninety-eight years ago, in the 

southern part of your state, four hundred North Carolina 

militiamen took up arms in. our War of Independence. 

Against a force of thirteen hundred British soldiers, 

the North Carolin'ans prevailed -- and their ba.ttle 

at Ramseur's Mill became a step on the road to 

victory at Yorktown one year later. 

Your ancestors in North Carolina, mine in Georgia, 

and their neighbors throughout the thirteen colonies 

earned our freedom in combat. That is a sacrifice 

Americans have had to make time and again in our 

nation's history, and we have learned that strength 

is the final protector of liberty. 
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This is a commitment," and a sacrifice, tha.t I 

understand well, for the tradition of military service 

runs deep in my own family. My firs·t ancestor to 

live in Georgia, James Carter, fought. in the Revolution. 

My father was a first lieutenant in the Army during· 

World War One, and· my oldest son volunteered to serve 

in Vietnam. I spent eleven years of my life a·s a 

member of the United States Navy. This is typical of 

many American families. 

Down through .. the generations, the purposes of our 

armed forces have been the same: to defend our security 

whe·n it is threatened, and through demonstrated strength 

to reduce the chances that we will have to fight again • 
. ' 

These words of John Kennedy still guide our 

~.,rr:r.ce, 'Ffofwa.c... 

acions: "The purpose of our arms is17 Bot ·~but 
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That purpose is unchanged.. But the world has been 

changing, and our responses must change with it. 

This morning I would like to talk to you about 

our national security where we now stand, what 

new circumstances we face, and. what we are going to 

do in the future. 

Let me deal at the beginning with some myths. 

One myth is that this country somehow is pulling 

back from protecting its interests and its friends 

~~(1..-t:..dJ-~ 

around the world. That is not the case, as will be 

h'l ~' £,UNdJ ~£' &t:U aC::&""~ aY'/ .oc -"'Ua c;__.:.,, 
p.x:oven in this speeeh. aHe · iH el:lr-aetioRs as a nation-., 

J~~l~ ~ ""'J ~~ -1- J.~~ /;ret:ri ~ ~ 
a. G.-tl~ """ ~ 1'1-!~-tc~ . 
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Another myth is that our Defense budget is too 

burdensome, and consumes an undue portion of our federal 

·revenues. National defense is of course a large and 

important item of expenditures; but it represents only 

about 5 percent of our gros;s national .product, and 

consumes approximately one-fourth of our current federal 

budget. 

It also is a mistake to believe that our country's 

de.fense spending is mainly for intercontinental 

missiles or nuclear weapons. About 10 percent of 

our Defense budget goes to strategic force·s for 

nuclear deterrence. More than 50 percent of it is 

simply to pay and support the men and women in our 
,. 

Armed Forces. 

Finally, some bel.ieve that because we possess 

nuclear weapons of great destructive power, we need do 
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nothing more to guarantee: our security. Unfortunately, 

it is not that 'Simple. Our potential adversaries 

have now built up massive forces armed with conventional 

weapons -- tanks, aircraft, infantry and mechanized 

units. Those forces could be used for political 

blackmail and could threaten our vital interests --

unless we and our allies and friends have our own 

conventional forces as a counterbalance. 

Of course, our national security rests on more 

than j'ust military force/. It depends partly on 

the productive power of our farms and our factories, 

on an adequate supply of natural resources, on an 

e.conomic system which values human freedom over 
•' 

centralized control, on the creative ideas of our 

best minds, on the hard work, cohesion, moral strength 

f ,, 
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and determination of our people and on the friendship 

of our neighbors. Our security depends on strong 

bonds with our allies, and on whether other nations 

seek to live in peace and refrain from trying to 

dominate those around them. 

But without adequate and capable military forces 

we would still lack an essential element of our 

national security. We, like our ancestors, have 

.the obligation to provide forces equal to the 

challenges of the world in which we live. 

* * * 

Let us review how national security issues have 
... 

changed over the past decade or two. 

The world has grown both more complex and 

AD.J 

more interdependent. · There is" division among the 
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power -- to intervene in local conflicts with 
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Communist powers; the old colonial empires have 

fallen, . and many new nations have risen in their place; 

old ideological labels have lost some of their meaning. 

There have also been changes in the military 

balance among nations. Over the past 20 years the 

military forces of the Soviets have grown substantially 

This increase in Soviet military power has been 

going on for a long time. Since 1960 Soviet real 

military spending has doubled., rising steadi~y by 
/hz -,. . ·. , 

three to four percent every year, ~ fiUf.;tJ ~ -- u-t 

(~Jt-t(tlt4t «~t:IAJ -- ~8~ #t~ ,:}- w- ve,; l*"te.tJ. 

The Soviets, who traditionally were not a 

tUt ~ .h~ ~ tl.lp/71- ."?1~ 
significant naval power,(!low rank number two in the 

Jntu ~ 4UW..usl~ ~J~ JI'Wl fJc.t ~YU~ ~eM 
world in naval .forces :J 
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:In_ its balanced 'S trat·eglc nuclear forces, 

-· 
the United States retains important advantages, but 

we no longer dominate the scene. · Over the past 

decade the steady Soviet buildup has achieved 

functional equivalence in strategic forces with the 

United States. ' 

These changes demand that we maintain adequate 

responses -- diplomatic, economic and military. 

As Commander in Chief, I am responsible for 

modernizing, expanding and. improving our ~rmed Forces, 

whenever our security requires it. We have recently 

completed a major reassessment of our national 

defense- _strategy, and out of this process have c.ome 

some overall principles designed to preserve our 

national security during the years ahead. 
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any other nation to 

superiority Together with our 

nRN;t )IJIIf. ,._ 

allies and friends we will mat.ch any tareilt&JUIUJ power 

through a combination of military forces, political 

economic 

-- We shall seek the cooperation of the Soviet 

· Union and other nations in reducing areas of tens·ion. 

We do not desire to intervene mi.litarily in the 

domestic affairs of other countries or to aggrava.te 

regional conflicts, and we shall oppose intervention 

by others. 

/~ . 
_:,.-... 

While assutttug ou:t 

tdAo~ 

military capabi lH:ie~ ~ 

.· 
shallJ1seek security through dependable, verifiable 

arms control agreements where possible1 art// ~~A 
~~ ,ht-7 C qr /17 he-fA~ ~/~ /'7Uc:L-i---'J'"'-"-Cj . 
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~- We shall}use our great economic, technological 

and diplomatic advantages to de-fend our interests and 

to promote our values. We are prepared, for instance, 

to cooperate with the Soviet Union toward common 

social, scientific, and economic goals -- but if 

they fail to demonstrate restraint in missile 

programs and other force levels and in the projection 

of Soviet or proxy force:s into other lands and 

continents, -then popular support in the United States. 

- - . -_ . ¢/lJMI'M,uup~ 1JC.L~Ifrp1 
for such cooperat1.on wl.ll erode. -6~ . · 
~ ~M...cA' .Wt:h a._ fr ~ ~~""' ~ (~. ./ 
~ ~ '?niJ ~~- 4JU.t J7;u z:;r"",. /'~~ ~ V 

,/U'n~·~ ,.,.,,a,.,~ ~~. -

We shall implement ~~policy in three ways: 

By maintaining strategic nuclear balance; 
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-- By working closely with our NATO allies to 

. 
strengthen arid modernize our defe.nses in Europe~ and 

-- By maintaining and developing forces. to 

counter any threats to our allies and our vital 

interests in Asia, the Middle Ea,st, and other regions 

of the world. 

Let me take up each of these three in turn. 

Our first and most fundamental concern is to 

prevent nuclear war. The horrors of nuclear conflict, 

and ourdesire to reduce the world's arsenals of 

fearsome. nuclear weapons, do not free us from the 

need to analyze the situation objectively, and to 

make sensible choices about our purposes and means. 

Our strategic forces must be -- and must be 

known to be -- a match for the capabilities of the 
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Soviets. The Soviets must never be able to use their 

n1:1clear forces to threaten, coerce, or blackmail us 

or our friends. 

Our continuing major effort in the SALT talks 

now underway in Geneva are one means toward the goal 

of strategic nuclear stability. We and the Soviets 

already have reached agreement on some basic points, 

although still others remain to be resolved. We are 

not looking for a one-sided advantage, but befo.re 

I.sign a SALT agreement on behalf of the United 

States, I will make sure that it preserves the 

strategic balance, that we can independently verify 

Soviet compliance, and that we w.i.ll be at least as 

strong relative to the Soviet Union as we would be 

without an agreement. 
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But in addition to the limits and reductions 

of a SALT I.I agreement, we must take other steps to 

protect the strategic balance. During the next 

decade, improvements .in Soviet missiles can make 

~· 

our land-based missile forces increasginly vulnerable 

to a Soviet first strike.· Such an attack would amount 

to national suicide for the Soviet Union; but, 

however remote, it is a threat against which we 

must constantly be on guard. 

We have a superb submarine fleet which is 

·relatively invulnerable to attack, and we have 

under ·construction new Trident submarines and 

missi.les which will give our submarine ballistic-missile 

force even grea.ter range and security. I have ordered 

rapid development and deployment of. cruise missiles 
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to .reinforce the strategic value of our bombers~ 
. 

ot!l'm!i ~ are working on the M-X intercontinental 

ballistic missile and a Trident I.I submarine-launched 

ballistic missile to give us more options to respond 

to Sovie.t strategic deployments. If it becomes 

necessary to guarantee the clear invulnerability 

of our strategic deterrent, I shall not hesitate 

to take actions for full-scale development and .. 
deployment of these systems;..~~-· 

Our strategic defense forces are a ·triad --

land-based missiles, sea-based missiles, and air-breathing 

systems such aSbornbers and cruise missiles. Through 

the plans I have described, all three legs of the 

triad will be modernized and improved. Each will 

retain the ability to impose devastating retaliation 

upon an aggressor. 

* * 
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For thirty years and more we have beencommitted 

• 
to the de.fense of Europe -- bound by the knowledge 

that Western Europe's security is vital to our own. 

We continue to cooperate with our NATO allies in a 

strategy of flexible re,sponse, combining conventional 

and nuclear forces, so.that no aggressor can threaten 

the terri tory or freedom which, in the past, we have 

fought toget:her to defend. 

For several years we and our allies have been 

trying to negotiate mutual and balanced reductions 

of military forces in Europe with the Soviets and the 

other Warsaw Pact nations, but in the meantime the 

Soviets have continued to increase and to modernize 

their forces beyond a level necessary for defense. 

In the face of this excessive Soviet buildup, we and 

our NATO allies have had to take important steps to 
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copewith short-term vulnerabilities and to respond 
' . 

aM. 
to long-term threats. We, Aa¥e significantly , 

, 

strengthen:du.s. forces stationed in Western Europe, 

and we are improving our ability to speed ad'd'i tiona! 

ground and air reinforcements to the defense of 

Europe in time of crisis. 

Our European allies, who supply the major 

portion of NATO's conventional combat strength, are 

also improving their readiness and reinforcement 

capabilities and their antitank defenses. The 

heads of the NATO governments will be attending a 

summit meeting in the United States in May, where 

we will address a NATO long-term defense program 

which will expand and integrate allied defense plans. 
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power is being felt far beyond the bord;;;;-ol._fJ:re--~-~~~.:;..V~. ~~;" 
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Soviet bloc and, as events·in Africa are demonstrating, 

this involvement abroad is _increasingly military in 

nature -- a deve·lopment that we cannot view with 

complacency. 

trnpnhMi · . 
'l'he United States has ~istoricagresponsibili ties -~ fv/pnd 

to enhance peace in East Asia, the Middle East, 

the Persian Gulf, and in our own hemisphere. Our 

preference in all these areas is to turn first to 

international agreements that reduce the overall 

level of arms and minimize the threat of conflict. 

But we have the will, and we must also maintain the 

capacity, to honor our commitments and to protect 

our interests in these critical areas. 
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In the Pacific there is X:8Qipz::ocal advaRt.a(Je 

ift our mutual defense treaties with Australia, . 

. · b 
New Zealand, Japan and South Korea, and 'f.N' our 

friendship and cooperation with other Pacific nations. 

Japan and South Korea, closely li11ked with 

the United States,- are located geographically where 

the vital interests of great powers converge. It is 

imperative that Northeast Asia remain stable. We 

will maintain and even enhance our military strength 

in this·area, improving our air strength, and 

reducing our ground forces"as the South Korean army 

continues to modernize and to increase its own 

capabilities. 
.. 
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In the Middle East and the region of the 

Indian Ocean, we seek permanent peace and stability. 

The economic health and well-being of the United 

States, Western Europe and Japan depend upon 

con.tinued access to oil from the Persian Gulf. 

'SI~fll h,;._J 
In all these regi9As, the primary responsibility 

for preserving peace and military stability rests 

.. · . . i)fL,u;,v'v.. 
Wl. th the countr1.es cancen;ullEI, We shall continue to 

work with our friends and allies to strengthen their 

ability to preven.t threats to their interests and ours. 

In addition,·however, we will maintain forces of our 

own which could be called upon if necessary to 

support the defense effort·s of our friends and allies. 

l"'fp~•l/l~t.q 

The Secretary of Defense at my direction is develepidg. 

and will maintain quickly-deployable forces -- air, 

land and sea -- to defend our interests throughout the 

world. 

f.' 
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Arms control agreements are a major goal as .. 

instruments of our national securtiy, but effective 

arms contr.ol a.greements will be possible only if 

we maintain appropriate military force levels. Reaching 

balanced, verifiable agreements with our adversaries 

can limit the costs of security and reduce the ris'k 

of war. But even then, we must ...,_ and we will --

proceed efficiently with whatever arms programs our 

security requires. 

* * * 

When I leave this auditorium I shall be going 

to visit with the crew a,board one of our most modern 

•' 

nuclef'a aircraft carriers in the Atlantic Ocean. 

The men and women of our Armed Forces remain 

committed, as able professionals and as patriotic 
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~ericans, to our common defense. They must stand 

. 
constantly ready to fight, in the hope that through 

strength combat will be prevented. We must always 

support them in that vigil. 

This has been a sobe·r talk, I know. But 

there is no cause for pessimism. We face a challenge, 

and we will do whatever is necessary to mee.t it. 

We will preserve and protect our country and continue 

to promote and preserve peace around the world. 

This means that we shall have to continue to 

support strong and efficient military forces. 

For most of human history,·people have wished 

vainly that freedom -- and the flowering of the 

human spirit which freedom nourishes -- did not 

finally have to de.pend upon the force of arms • We, 
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li-ke our for.ebears, live in a time when those who 

would destroy liberty are. restrained less by their 

respec.t for freedom·• s strength than by their knowledge 

that those who cherish freedom are strong. 

We are a great nation of talented people. We 

can readily afford the necessary costs of our military 

forces, as well as an increased level needed to 

prevent any adversary from destabilizing the peace 

of the world. The money we spend on our nation's 

defense is not wasted, any more. than is the cost 

of maintaining a local police force to keep the peace. 

This investment purchases our freedom to fulfill 

our worthy goals. 

.· 

Southerners, whose ancestors.a hundred years 

ago knew the horrors of a homeland devastated by war, 
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are particularly determined that war shall not 

·• . -~· 

come to us again •. AllAmericans understand the 
i.· 

basic lesson of history: that we need firmness and 

the ability to prevent threats and domination by. 

others •. 

No matter how peaceful and secure and easy the 

circumstances of our lives now seem, we have no 

guarantee that these blessings will endure. That 

is, why we must always maintain the strength which, 

God willing, we shall never need to use. 
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. southern part of your state, four hundred North Carolina · 

YMu saiJ d 
Jo-oks{~i,uo militiamen took up arms in our War of Independence. 
c~h 

. Against a force of thirteen hundr:ed British soldiers, 

the North Carolin'ans prevailed -- and their battle 

at Ramsour's Mill became a step on the road to 

victory at Yorktown one year later. 

Your ancestors in North Carolina, mine in Georgia, 

and their neighbors throughout the thirteen colonies 

earned our freedom in combat. That is a sacrifice 

Americans have ·had to make time and again in ·our 

nation's ·history, and we have learned that stre-ngth 

is the final protector of liberty. 
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This is a commitment, and a sacrifice, tha.t I 

unde.rstand well., for the. tradition of military service 

runs deep in my own family. My first ancestor to 

live in Georgia, James Carter, fought in the Revolution. 

My father was a first lieutenant in the Army during 

World War One, and my oldest son volunteered to serve 

in Vietnam. I spent eleven years of my life. as a 

member of the United States Navy. This is typical of 

many American families .• 

Down through the gener~tions, the purposes ·of our 

armed forces have been the same: to defend our security 

w:hen it is threatened, and· thro.ugh demonstrated strength 

to reduce the chances that we will have to fight again. 

These words of John Kennedy still guide our 

lJ.tcn e I -t< vi tva,1 - -

acions: "The purpose of our arms is1,not •.var but L 
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That purpose is unchanged. But the world has been 

changing, and our responses must change with it. 

This morning I would like to talk to you about 

our national security -- where we now stand, what 

new circumstances we fa,ce, and what we are going to 

do in the future. 

Let me deal at the beginning with some myths. 

One myth is that this country somehow is pulling 

back from protecting its interests and its friends 
wdfk 
tuf 'tvcU pt o ,.., · 

.I 

around the world. That is not the case, as will be "--
1 .N.;IIt'IUc.ltl H4 ,-eu.,. ~tM. ~cf ~~t¥~ ~ ,tf)«-< .-ec::7'7,.c.;, ~4~~-n,.:;.,. 

/.Jtj ~-( W~'cf.J ~ul <9((( trt.(fn'v~ Ct_Ja.. -ItdUu·1. . . 

proven- ~n t:h·l:"S-speech-a·nd-:t-n-e-ur-aG-tr.i:·ens'-as .. -a-nat-:l·On·<~ 

; 
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Another myth is that our Defense budget is too 

burdensome, and consumes an undue portion of our federal 

revenues. National defense is of course a large and 

important item of expenditures; but it represents only 

aboutS percent of our gross national product, and 

consumes approximately one-fourth of our curren.t federal 

budget .• 

It also is a mistake to believe that our country's 

defense spending is mainly for intercontinental 

missiles or nuclear weapons. About 10 percent of 

our Defense budget goes to strategic forces for 

nuclear deterrence. More than 50 percent of it is 

simply to pay and support the men and women in our 
•' 

Armed· Forces. 

Finally, some believe. that because we possess 

nuclear weapons of great destructive power, we need do 
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nothing more to guarantee our security. Unfortunately, 

it is not that simple. Our potential _adversaries 

have now built up massive forces armed with conventional 

weapons -- tanks, aircraft, infantry and mechanized 

units. Those forces could be used for political 

blackmail and could threaten our vital interests ----

unless we and our allies and friends have our own 

conventional forces as a.counterbalance. 

Of course, our national security rests on more 

than just military force/. It depends partly on 

the productive power of our farms and our factories, 

on an adequate supply of natural resources, on an 

economic system which values human freedom over 

centralized control, on the creative ideas of our 

best minds, on the hard work, cohesion, moral strength 
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and determination of our people and on the friendship 

of our neighbors. Our·security depends on strong 

bonds with our allies, and on whether other nations 

seek to live in peace and refrain from trying to 

d9minate those around them. 

But without adequate and capable military forces 

we would still lack an essential element of our 

national security. We, like ourancestors, have 

the obligation to provide forces equal to the 

challenges of the world in which we live~ 

* * * 

Let us review how national security issues have 

•' 

changed over the past decade or two. 

The world has grown both more complex and 

AC'.J 
more interdependent. There is,_division among the 

. i·.i 
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Communist powers; the old colonial empires have 

fallen., and many new nations have risen in their place; 

old ideological labels have lost some of their meaning. 

There have also been changes in the military 

balance among nations. Over the past 20 years the 

military forces of the Soviets have grown substantially 

· both 
+~11*'Jit 

in absolute numbers, and in relation to our own. 

ifo•t/1~ lfltM j 
ru~ULI .MU.uttvr' --¥ 

·jiAI/fnn .. ~hufm47 This increase in Soviet military power has been 

/} -/} 

tOtWf Jo ~,, 

g-oing on for a long time. Since 1960 Soviet real 

military spending has doubled., rising steadily by 

. "'--~Aifi.-#Lf three to four percent every year.J wtUv {)f.PI ~ --"" ~.._.--
t/Q(Ifbls -- i- .LtJ~ lh~ I r ~ ~ /9(,0. 

The Soviets, who traditionally were not a 

ttu now .,(, fo Jt1l•~ n-.v.L (~ CloO 

significant naval power, ~bow rank number two in the 

~ ....w M 2t-IJ ~t /Jm1 f1t Soni.t ~n.,-
world in naval forces -J 
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In its balanced strategic nuclear forces, 

the United States retains important advantages, but 

we no longer dominate the scene. Over the past 

decad'e the steady Soviet buildup has achieved 

functional equivalence in strategic forces.with the 

United States. 

These changes demand that we maintain adequate 

responses -- diplomatic, economic and military. 

As Commander in Chief, I am responsible for 

modernizing, expanding and, improving our Armed Forces, 

whenever our security requires it •. We have recently 

completed a major reassessment of our national 

defense strategy, and out of.this process have come 

some overall principles designed to preserve our 

national security during the years ahead. 
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WASH lNG TON 

Re first sentence of first 
graph, page 9, Dr. Brze.zinski 
s~ays "it's better as the 
concluding thought. Otherwise 
the implication is that we will 
respond polit, econ, etc. 

If you agree with Dr. Brze-zinski, 
then· I think the sentence should 
begin with "We will match, 
togethe.r with our allies and 
friends, any threatening 
power . • . " (You·• re beginning 
each point of emphasis in this 
section with "we") 
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will not allow any other nation to 

superiority Together with our 

tliMUttA'~ 
allies and friends we will match any ~hreatening]power 

through a combination of military forces, political 

and economic 

-- We shall seek the cooperation of the Soviet 

Union and other nations in reducing a·reas of tension. 

We do not desire to intervene militarily in the 

domestic affairs of other countries or to aggravate 

regional conflicts, and we shall oppose intervention 

by others. 

~ 
shalll\seek security through dependable, ve.rifiab.le 

arms control agre.ements where possible, e«rJ 1lvl(l.(rJl<

uu.d1 ftttd (?Cf;Jt? I;~,C( tt(.:J t,Af.M..f /tucP-·:IJet.·d. 

. ' 
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-- We shalJ/use our great economic, technological 

and diplomatic advantages to defend.our interests and 

to promote our values. We are prepared, for instance, 

to cooperate with the Soviet Union toward common 

social, scientific, and economic goals -- but if 

they fail to demo.nstrate restraint in missile 

programs and other force levels and in the proj·ection 

of Soviet or proxy forces into other lands and 

continents, then popular support in the United States 

for such cooperation will erode • 

. f/Lu.c f'AMte;pt.a_ "'"'-"~ ~~-~~ ~~ /.U44d.- 11"'1 <IC~···,f' 
'"~ e,n,-ei~~ 114XH-nuuh-"'"1 ~UA dAatLj.C. ~~ ~· 
IU yi~ t~u.<. ~hm.l fne.w. * 

OCM 
We shall implement this policy in three ways: 

-- By maintaining strategic nuclear balance: 
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-- By working closely with o~r NATO allies to 

. 
strengthen and modernize our defenses in Europe: and 

-- By maintaining and developing forces to 

counter any threats to our allies and our vital 

interests in Asia, the Middle East, and other regions 

of the world. 

Let me take up each of these three in turn. 

Our.first and most fundamental concern is to 

prevent nuclear w.ar. The horrors of nuclear conflict, 

and our desire to reduce the world's arsenals of 

fearsome nuclear weapons, do not free us from the 

need to analyze the situation objectively, and to 
.. 

make · sen.sible choices about. our purposes and means. 

Our strategic force's must be -- and must be 

known to be -- a match for the capabilities of the 

! 
.I 

l 
; 
I 

l 
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Soviets. The Soviets mus.t never be able to use their 

nuclear forces to threaten, coerce, or blackmail us 

or our friends. 

Our continuing major effort in the SALT talks 

now underway in Geneva are one means. toward the goal 

of strategic nuclear stability. We and the Soviets 

already have reached agreement on.some basic points, 

although still others remain to be resolved. We are 

not looking for a one-sided advantage, but before 

I sign a SALT agreement on behalf of the United 

Sta.tes, I will make sure that it preserves the 

strategic balance, that we can independently verify 

Soviet compliance, and that we will be at least as 

strong relative to the Soviet Union as we would be 

without an agreement. 

. ~· 
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But in addition to the limits and reductions 

of a SALT II agreement, we must take other steps to 

protect the strategic balance. During. the next 

decade, improvements in Soviet missiles can make 

/"'\ 
our larid-based missile forces increasginly vulnerable 

to a Soviet first strike. Such an attack would amount 

to national suicide for the Soviet Union; but,· 

however remote, it is a threat against which we 

must constantly be on guard. 

We have a superb submarine fleet which is 

relatively invulnerable to attack, and we have 

under construction new Trident submarines and 

missile.s which will give our submarine ballistic-missile 
.· 

force even greater ranqe and security. I have ordered 

rapid development and deployment of cruise missiles 
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to reinforce the strategic. value of our bombersP 

aftd ltk are working on the M-X intercontinental 

ballistic missile and a Trident II submarine-launched 

ballistic missile to give us more options to respond 

to Soviet strategic deployments. If it becomes 

necessary to guarantee the clear invulnerability 

of our strategic deterrent, I shall not hesitate 

to take actions for full-scale development and 

deployment of these systems/-M we,U. 

Our strategic defense forces are a triad --

land-based missiles, sea-based missiles, and air-breathing 

systems such aS' bombers and cruise missiles. Through 

.· t·he plans I have described, all three legs of the 

triad will be modernized and improved. Each will 

retain the ability to impose devastating retaliation 

upon an aggressor. 

* * * 

. I ,IIJ. ·'-" <:,; 
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.For thirty years and more we have been committed 

to the defense of Europe -- bound by the knowledge 

that Western Europe's security is vital to our own. 

We continue to cooperate with our NATO allies in a 

strategy of fle.xible response, combining conventional 

and nuclear forces, so that no aggressor can threaten 

the territory or freedom whi.ch, in the past, we have 

fought together to defend. 

For several years we and our allies have been 

trying to negotiate mutual and balanced reductions 

of military forces in Europe with the Soviets and the 

other Warsaw Pact nations, but in the meantime the 

Soviets have continued to increase and to modernize 

their forces beyond a level necessary for defense. 

In the face of this excessive Soviet buildup, we and 

our NATO allies have had to take important steps to 
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.cope with short-term vulnerabilities and to respond 

(AfU_ 

to long-term threats. We h-a¥e significantly · 

Lhld 
strengthened u.s. forces stationed in Western Europe, 

and we are improving our ability to speed additional 

gro.und and air r.einforcements to the de.fense of 

Europe in time of crisis. 

Our European allies, who supply the major 

portion of NATO's conventional combat strength, are 

also improving their readine·ss and reinfo.rcement 

capabilities and their antitank defenses. The 

heads of the NATO governments will be attending a 

summit meeting in the United States in May, where 

we will address a NATO long-term defense program 

which will expand and integrate allied defense plans. 
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power is being felt far beyond the borders of the 

Soviet bloc and, as events in Africa are demonstrating, 

this involvement abroad is increasingly military in 

nature -,- a development that we cannot view with 

complacency. 

- 1 mpn}-a.vd _ . 
The United States has f}listoricaiJ respons.ihili ties •~ Julf,;,(J 

to enhance peace in East_ Asia, the Middle East, 

the Persian Gulf, and in our own hemisphere. Our 

preference in all these areas is to turn first to 

inte.rnational agreements that reduce the overall 

level of arms and minimize the threat of conflict. 

But we have the will, and we must also maintain the 

capacity, to honor our commitments and to protect 

our interests in these critical areas. 

•;. 
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In the Pacific there is Ieciptocal advanta9e-< 

. 
Wour mutual defense treaties with Australia, 

_b':J~ 
New Zealand, Japan and South Korea, and i-fl-o our 

friendship and cooperation with other Pacific nations. 

Japan and South Korea, closely linked with 

the United States, are located geographically where 

the vital interests of great powers converge. It is 

imperative that Northeast Asia remain stable. We 

will maintain and even enhance our military strength 

in this a-rea, improving our air strength, and 

reducing our ground forcesAas the South Korean army 

continues to modernize and to inc·rease its own 

capabilities. 

.· 
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In the Middle East and the region of the 

·:..• 

Indian Ocean, we seek permanent peace and stability. 

The economic health and well-being of the United 

States, Western Europe and Japan depend upon 

,continued access to oil from the Persian Gulf. 

s,J-ttqf,mJ 
In all these· .r.Gqioas•, the primary responsibility 

for preserving peace and military stability rests 

. nf/<1 ;u~,n 
with the countries ebaeez:ned. We shall continue to 

work with our friends and allies to strengthen their 

ability to prevent threats to their interests and ours. 

In addition., however, we will maintain forces of our 

own which could be called upon if necessary to 

support the defense efforts of our friends and allies. 

l"'f,O~•t/n•:J, 
The Secretary of Defense at my direction is GC\'C lopig. 

and will maintain quickly-deployable forces -- air, 

land and sea -- to defend our interests throughout the 

world. 
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Anps control agreements are a major goal as 

.instruments of our national securtiy, but effective 

arms control agreements will be possible only if 

we maintain appropriate military force levels. Reaching 

balanced, verifiable agreements with our adversaries 

can limit thecosts of security and reduce the risk 

of war. But even then, we must -- and we will --

proceed efficiently with whatever arms programs our 

secur.ity requires. 

* * * 

When I leave this aud'i torium I shall be going. 

to visit with the crew aboard one of our most modern 
•' 

nuclef'a aircraft carriers in the Atlantic Ocean. 

The men and women ·Of our Armed Forces remain 

committed, as able professionals and as patriotic 
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.Americans, to our conunon defense. ·They must stand 

. 
constantly ready to fight, in the hope that through 

strength combat will be prevented. We must always 

support them in that vigil. 

This has been a sober talk, I know. But 

there is no cause.for pessimism. We face a challenge, 

and we will do whatever is necessary to meet it. 

We will preserve and protect our country and continue 

to promote and preserve peace around the world. 

This means that we shall have to col}tinue to 

support strong and efficie.nt military forces. 

For most of human history, people have wished 

vainly that freedom -- and the flowering of the 

human spirit which freedom nourishes -- did not 

finally have to depend upon the force of arms. We, 
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like our forebears, live in a time when those who 

would destroy liber-ty are restrained less by their 

respect for freedom's strength than by their knowledge 

that those who cherish freedom are strong. 

We are a great nation of talented people.· We 

can readily afford the necessary costs of our military 

forces, as well as an increased level needed to 

prevent any adversary from destabilizing the peace 

of the world. The money we spend on our nation's 

de-fense is not wasted, any more than is the cost 

of maintaining a local police force to keep the peace. 

This investment purchases our freedom to fulfill 

our worthy goals. 

•' 

Southerners, whose ancestors a hundred years 

ago knew the horrors of a homeland devas.tated by war, 

): 
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are particularly determined that war shall not 

come to us again. All Americans understand the 

basic lesson of history: that we need firmnes's and 

the ability to prevent threats and domination by 

others. 

No matter how peaceful. and secure and easy the 

circumstances of our lives now seem, we have no 

guarantee that these blessings will endure. That 

is why we must always maintain the strength which, 

God willing, we shall never need to use. 

t t 
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D~aft -- 3/14/78 

Wake Fo~est University 
March 17, 1.978 

One hundred ninety-eight years ago, in the 

southern part of your state, four hundred North Carolina 

militiamen took up arms in our War of Independence. 

Against a force of thirteen hundred British soldiers, 

the North Carolin~&o~ilitia prevailed -- and their 

battle at Ramseur's Mill became a step on the road to 

victory at Yorktown one year later. 

Your ancestors in North CaroliFia, mine in Georgia, 

and their neighbors throughout the thirteen colonies 

earned our freedom in combat. That is a sacrifice 

Americans have had to make time and again in our 

nation's history, and we have learFied that strength 

is the final protector of liberty. 

·, 

' ' 
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This is a commitment, and a sacrifice, that I 

understand well, for the tradition of military service 

runs deep in my own family. My fi:r st ances'tor to 

live in Georgia, James Carter, fought in the Revolution. 

My father was a first lieutenant in the Army during 

World War One, and my oldest son volunteered to serve 

in Vietnam. I ~ spent eleven y£~ars of my life as 

a·member of the United States Navy. _,This is typical 

of many American families. 

Down through the generations, the purposeSof our - ~f~: 
armed forces ~ been ~-=~;:itd&-to defend out. security 

when it is threatened, and through demonstrated strength 

to reduce the chances that we will have to fight aga-in._ 

These words of John Kennedy still guide our 

actions: "The purpose of our arms is not war but 
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peace -- to be sure that we will never have to use 

them. n 

That purpose i.s unchanged. But the world has been 

changing, and our responses must change·with it. 

This morning I would like to talk to you about 

our national security 
l 

we.~- tl ~Le.. 1 

Y7ec...J <:trc.u..cS~c~ 
-- where we now stand, what ofiang:es 

s.ave t:a)EOR J:3l&ce, and what we are going to do II: ,, 

Let me deal at ,the beg inning with some myths. 

One myth is that this country somehow is pulling 

o-l. ~tt! .... t. . 
back from protecting its interests ~the world. 

II I . '\ t:; ,. 1~ 'tL,.:. I fe.a c.(... 
4.,.4,. WI• . ~ ~7."'c.L I'<'= 1H .,._ 
{;&.}& Dfss04.•. ~ --" 

. ttl' r .... ,e .J, 
rc.•c,patS4 I ~~~ .. --· ·-

That is not the case, 

CD. ~ ~ .w ''" 

Another myth is thatfour Defense budget is too 

burdensome, and consumes an undue poi:tion of our federa·l 

Jo--~'~ 
revenues. A Defense is of course a large and important 
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item of expenditures: but it represents only about 

S percent of our gross national product~ 

dec0sed steatlily ove;r ttfle y.e!ars ~o o}rly. 

C}\lartor of our current ·federal budget. 

It also is a mistake to be.lieve that our country's 

defense spending is mainly for intercontinental 

~~-N 

missiles or weapons. 
1\ 

.A~o\lt' '"' -GMy ~ percent o.f our 

Defens-e budg,e-t g.oes to S·trategic forces t 
f(ov" it.._ lo 

nuclear 

1-o 
Ne~y .fofJ percent of it is simply ~-

;k /1UtA. ~ w~ /r1 ~ ~ .,;..,.c~ . 
deterrence. 

pay and support 
J 

incident nearly 

spend on military 

Finally, some believe that because we possess 

nuclear weapons of great destructive power, we need do 

if 
-, 

. · .. 
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'(tA.ta.~ ~4-C-
nothing more to,.,ass\irc our ~kys:i.Qa.l. security. 

Unfortunately, it is not that simple. Our potential 

f\D..,J 

adversaries haveA built up massive forces armed with 

conventional weapons -~ tanks, aircraft, infantry and 

mechanized units. Those fo.rces could be used for 

politi.cal blackmail and could threaten our vital 

-- "'"" fa.H 
interests,_±'f we and our allies and friends liiie 'AO~ 

have our own conventional forces as a counterbalance. 

Or co~rse, our national 

·~eC"-Fi\y ....=;:- rests on more than just military forces. 

It depends partly on the produc.ti ve power of our 

farms and our factories, on an adequate supply of ~a.:~ 

resou'6es, on an economic system which values human 

freedom over centralized control, on the creative 

ideas of our best minds,·on the hard .work, cohesion, 
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r ~~s/u.f 1 
~J IJtA. 'tk ~ro~r. 

~~I 

·moral strength and determination of our people" l!t c~ S'4U.u.,-1it 
J 

• . • IJif" 
depends oh strong bonds WJ.th our allJ.es,"on whether 

iW'cl ~ f.- ~., . .., {.., 
other nations seek to live in peace,..or t:o dominate 

~~cl.. ~. 
u~e~ir t:lQigR.bors. 

~. 
But.., without adequate and capable· military forces 

-;·f• I( 
we would~lack an essential element of our national 

security. We, like our ancestors, have the obligation 

er~A/ 
.to provide forces ado'i{l:lat:e to the challenges of the 

world in which we live. 

* * 

),c,J J1AJ~.p J'-~AJ lff,u4 ~~ ciii#Af~d 
Let us reviewA.l":bat l:las :bQe:R l'lafS'ftORiRg over the 

past decade or two. 

--F!i:r:st, !he world ha·s grown both more complex 

and more interdependent. There is division among 
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the Communist powers; the old colonial empires have tet. /I-cy. 
1 

~ ~.A~·-" rd-t-.. I 1"\ t1..A.:,,- .1'1 J- C e., • 
,......- .1 

beeR sYaao,;u;iea by many new nation/, ~old 

ideological labels have lost some of their meaning • 

. ----
Seco:a:u~, ue must ~cogRize i::kat lhere have been ,. 

. AM~-1 '1"\.W.\.; ~ • 
changes in the military balance" Ov~r the pas-t 20 years· 

the military forces of the SovietJ Yfti~ have grown 

substantially -- both 

relation to our own. 

in absolute. nu::nbers, and in 
. . tlfi.~~ .... 

Tt..... ,p,, ... n" -..., ~~c..eo -
'Pharo also l:leu; been an ominol:ls 

\h-.J: -.'*\a~ •.• .M. 't'' ;:5 Jl ~ _.1 ·-h . 
willingness of tll.s Soviet l:Jfli-rm to u'3e J;:t;s military 

pewor - "te intervene in local con:tllcts witf1 

ac;bzise~s, wJth,._matwtle"i, and w1th full log1s·t1cal 

D-\\,.., tw;tweccwc:&'" 
sypport for mercenaries frofft irA9X'i IMlbUllile eol:lR"t:t:"i~s, 

as WQ eaR ebser-v e today in Aft tea. 

---t~hen~±e \:his increase in Soviet military 

power eestnr7 Hi has been going on stoaei.ly, for a 

-~ ., 
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long time. Since 1960 Soviet real military spending 

has doubled, rising steadily by three to. four percent 

every year. 

of 

military 

real 

of our gross .n 

since 

r example, is 

Although e 

ves than at any since 

The Soviets, who traditionally were not a 

significant naval power, now rank number two in the 

world in n.aval forces. 
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In its balanced strategic nuclear forcest 

the United States retains important advantages, but 

we no longer dominate the scene. Over the past 

decade the steady Soviet buildup has AQW achieved 

functional equivalence in strategic forces with the 

United States. 

These changes demand that we maintain adequate 

responses -- diplomatic, economic and military. 

As Commander in Chief, I am n~sponsible for 

modernizing, expanding and improving our armed forces, 

whenever our security requires it. we. have recently 

completed a major reassessment of our national· 

defense strategy, and out of this process have come 

?t"'Uc.rt/CI
some overall principles designed tolw.sel:lre our 

·' 
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'i:. --We will· not allow any other nation to gain 

military superiority over us. Toge·ther with our allies 

f,e-cLu 
and f~nel:y pocve:t:s, 

.. i.>JG. q~- .,., 

we will match any threatening power 

through a combination of military forces, political 

efforts, and economic programs. 

~ --We shall seek the cooperation of the Sov:iet 

Union and other nations in reducing areas of tension. 

We do not desire to intervene militarily in the 

domestic affairs of other countries or to aggravate 

regional con£licts, 
'rr~ ~''""~,·~ \1 

and \o.Je shall da.aQ9\aragg at~ 

~agers ·from d8ing liQ..; 

seek security through dependable, 

verifiable arms control agr·eeroents where possible. 
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~ .. -we shall use our great economic, technological 

and diplomatic advantages to defend our interests and 

to promote our valuJ. We are prepared, for instance, 

to cooperate with the Soviet Union,-w:Rgreuer passil;;Jl'7 

toward common. social, scientific, and economic goals -

~~ .,.a Mo)t ~,\,, ,:...,;. ~uew~ ~b "'='8'e.: 1\ 'ho Ju~c.r 
to the extent of their dliil~Rska:t:isen of restraint in 

w.:. u.: \e _,.,~ .. _, .._ t • tt..,..J 
'force levels aJ:ilc3 miss i 1 e prg!FEU\1\S and in 

j ov"\ c."\ 
of t:heir QWn 

continents. 1 

r;e1· this strategy 6de wtu:l..{-

wJ.ll l9e t:e- increase etn conven LieHal stt::gngth and 

mobility as· nos 1 ur!t ·.1hi le maiRt.a.i.ni.:Rg tl:J.e nuclea-r 

~9\5, even as we search for agreement on arms 

control we must moe.teuliz~ oaL sttategic systems and 

~evita.liee ottr couoeutional foicelf'. ~ short, \le :::::::> 

are~eterndned to Lake \>'Rat.ovo.r a.e:t1 an is necessary 
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e will continue to 

* 

~J 

expansion. 

~ We shal.l implement t:Af!R mili4!t!ry policy in three 

ways: 

b.J..-..u.. j 
. l 

«~ , .. 'liP''". 
-- By maintaining strateg.ic nuclear paFi-ey ,_ 

-- By ·working closely with our NATO allies to 

strengthen and modernize our defenses in Europe; and 

-- By maintaining and developing forces to 

counter any threats to our allies and our vital 

interests in Asia, the Middle East, and other regions 

of the world. 

~·. 
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Let me take up each of these three in turn. 

Our first and mos.t fundamental concern is ·to 

prevent nuclear war. The horrors of nuclear conflict, 

and our desire to reduce the world's arsenals of 

fearsome nuclear weapons, do not free us from the 

o1j~c...\,; ve.-f'1, 
need to analyze the situation HJ:J.iimetigBall~ and to 

'PU.r pos.e...r 
make s·ensible choices about our -ehj,.ctiugs and means. 

Our strategic forces must be -- and must be 

kno\<m to be --- a match for the capabilities of the 

Soviets. The Soviet·s must neve:r be able to use their 

nuclear force·s to threaten, coerce, or blackmail us 

t:.._ ... L . 
or our ~-

Our continuing major ef.fort in the SALT talks 

now underway in Geneva are one means toward the goal 

o·f strategic nuclear stability. We and the Soviets 
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1 d h h d 
lo W\L . a rea y ave reac e agreement· on &eueral basJ.c 

points, although still others remain to be r,esolved~ 

Ill.. b """ • ..,:. ""l 
We arfot looking for emy advantage, but you can~ ,... 

SA\.1' ... 1S!~J 
~-....,s""u~fl'l!:e~dr"""'lt"'tm-t before I sign a ~reaily~n I;Jehalf of the 

\o.. . .kt. 
United States, I will M sure that it preserves the 

strategic balance, that we can independently verify 
t •. t.t.+ I~ 

Soviet compliance, and 
'-"\.. '\,) ~ ....... "..., ? ' ....... c\ """"' 

that O'Ul s Lieh!f'e:b: :z:e} at i ¥e 

~'f-,o".,. ~~ a41 u...t 
~ tli d £ 0 r the Soviet Union \tPi~l~l::-i!i>rt!!e!"""tfl~•e~l~E!~e!ll!'flSs--e~fih-e:trnn fto 

~ 

.......... ~.LA.~. 
would be without a t.il!'ea'-~r... 

\.... .... ~ ~04o. ~ 
But &Vfi!P •t7itfi±-tl the limits and reduc.tions of 

a SALT II agreement., we must take other steps to 

protect the strategic balance. During the next decade, 

improvements in Soviet missiles can make our land-ba·sed 

missile forces increasingly vulnerable to a Soviet 

first strike. Such an attack would amount to 
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national suicide for the Soviet 

~d ar4/ll,f 
a possieilityJ4 whic , however remote, 

~ .. ~ .. 4f"=.' 
agaiftst. 

~~Yifr?U4k.d. 

it is 

We hq.ve a superb submarine fleet which is 

relatively invulnerable to attack, and we have under 

construction new Trident submarines and missiles 

which will giv~ur submarine ballistic-missile force 

even greater range and .security. I have ordered 

~t da.r-t.l.......J "to -v~~- tLc. Jt .... .AJ-'t. v...l-.c; '\- .,..., It~~ 
rapid developmen~of cruise missiles)and we are 

working on the M:-X intercontinental ballistic missile o-,. G- \~~ li. ?-''-'~~ g.-.,._..~.l. '~c.. ~~l-t. 
to give us more options to respond to Soviet strategic 

.I~~~ 
deployments. Iy"'necessary to guarantee the clear 

invulnerability of our strategic.deterrent,I shall not 

hesitate to take actions for full-scale deve.loproent 

and deployment of these systems. 
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Our strategic defense forces are a triad --

land-based miss.iles, sea based missiles, and air-breathing 

f"ue-it U ~~~ ~d CYHfU hUT,.,/q. 
systems" Through the plans I have described', all 

three legs of the triad will be modernized and 

improved. Each wi·ll r~tain the ability to impose 

devastating retaliation upon an aggressor.¥a~cks 

to the defense o£ Erirope--

B~Els of kiasl:l:ip, culture 1 t;;raae, aRd snaxed polil:ical 

v..a.lses liak on;r peopl&~~ afld For thirty years and 

more we have been bound ~ by the knowledge that 

Western Europe's security is vital to our own. 

We continue to cooperate with our NATO allies in a 

strategy of flexible respons·e, combining conventional 

and nucle.ar forces, so that no aggressor can threaten 

... : ~. 
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I '"" 

I 
-rf...- ' ,., , 

thet ter.ritory or freedom which"'we have fought 

c£4~cl. 
toge·ther to px:otgot iR the past. T:he Wgstern a-llies_ 

hlt-7•"0 the s&.ength to deter agqress.ieu, anCl there..__ 

. ..must: ee liO de't!lbt: t'Rat '•19 a 1 so PQS ac: s~ eke .,,i.J 1 ~ 

._ t.. !._, ~ '.l.J ~ellN\ /.r'1'4 
Fo.r several years we"have ~ ~ego.tiate 

mutual and balanced reductions of military forces in 

Europe with the Soviets and the other Warsaw Pact 

nations, but in the meantime the Soviets have .P, 
• 1~ • • - • ~,. ·•d ~l e.rsV1 cL ~ , .. AIL • 

11"1~~ .. " .. ~ ho;a..--)t Jt. Y~' L I~ 

continued to aQ.Q te their forces" ae In the face •" 
of this excessive Soviet buildup, we and our NATO 

allies·have had to take important steps to cope with 

sh.ort-term vulnerabilities and to respond to long-term 

threats. ~e have significantly strengthened U.S. 

forces stationed in Western Europe, and we are 

improving our 

ground and air 

,JJ., /., .,_jl 
ability to speed l..ar-~eF RYJ.llbQ1!'S 6'£ 

~ tk J....~ .'7-' 
reinforcements ~ Europe in time 

A. 
of crisis. 
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Our Europ~an allies, who supply the major 

portion of NATO's conventional combat strength, are 

also improving their readiness and reinforcement 

capabilitie.s and their antitank defenses. The heads 

of the NATO governments will be attending a summit 

l.Jf....e~ 
meeting in the United States i:n May, 1l.e.J;.e we will 

address a NATO long.-term defense program which will 

expand and integrate allied defense plans 0 i"'H +sen key 

finnCtloha~x=easa _ 

Thirdly, our security concerns reach beyond 

Europe. In this decade, for the first time, Soviet 

power is being felt far beyond the borders of the 

Soviet bloc and, as events in Africa are demonstrating, 

this involvement abroad is increasingly military in 

nature -- a development that we cannot view with 

complacency. 
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We must ~hat can be r adily 

in 

order to co nter p.e:e1 e.e~iea military 

and 

The United States has 
h,,h,,c~ 

per:~na1tett·t utaj&J: intGu:=Qsts 

/o ~i,._,~ ... /..1!4f#!C.. 

~ re,sponsibilitiesAin East Asia, the Middle East, 

the Persi.:~.n Gulf, and in our own hemisphere. Our 

preference in all these areas is to turn first to 

international agreements that redl}ce the overall 

lt'llt11t'11 ·~c.. fte Yf.....t..Lt 0/ t~~/. 
level of arms and i.mprm(p th9 ~:rospeeto for 13eaoe. 

/IAtfllllt "',., 
But we have the will, and we must alsoAha-Ye the 

hbn•~ ~ 
capacity, to maiRt.e~in our commitments and" protec.t 

our interests in thes·e critical areas. 
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BecausQ of o\u·. Greeial· national interests, we 

wj ll mait:J.taia our positiQR a:s a major pffi'!EH:" !n the 

Pacific ,..»eu.ln. 
.yll.~r-~· .. l 

the·re is '§'±eat mutual advantage 

in our mutual defense treaties with Australia, 

New Zealand, Japan and Southeta Korea, and in our 

friendship and cooperation with other Pacific nations .. 

Japan and South Korea, closely linked with 

the United States, are lo.cated geographically where 

the vital in,terests of ~ great powers converge. 

It is imperative that Northeast Asia remain stable. 

We will maintain and even enhance our military strength 

. ~ 1.mprov1.ng a~r 
~ 

~d 

feducing our ground forces ~· 

Kore.an army 

~ 
continues to modernize and to increase its

11
capabilities. 
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In the Middle East and the region of the 

Indian Ocean, we seek permanent peace and stability. 

The economic health and well-being of the United 

States, Western Europe and Japan depend upon 

continued access to oil from the Persian Gulf. 

In all these regions, the primary responsibility 

for preserving peace and military stability rests 

c.oe..lh.....l. 
with the countries ttt-e-re.. We shall continue to work 

with our friends and allies to strengthen their 

ability to prevent threats to their interests and 

ours. In addition, however, we will maintain forces 

of our own which could be called upon if necessary 

to support the de.fense efforts of our friends and 

allies. The Secretary of Defense at my direction is 

developing and will maintain quickly-deployable 

forces -- air, land and sea -- to defend our interests 
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in the Pacific, East Asia, the Middle East, and the 

Persian Gulf particularly against new threats which 

may be pos·ed by other military powers. 

Arms control agreements are a major goal as 

instruments o.f our national security, but effective 

arms control agreements will be possible only ~f 

we maintain,appropriate military force levels. 

Reaching balanced, verifiable agreements with our 

adversaries can limit the costs of security and 

reduce the risk of war. But even then~ we must --

and we will -- proceed. efficiently with whatever 

arms programs our security requires. 

* * * 
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When I leave this auditorium I shall be going 

to visit with the crew aboard one of our inost 

modern nuclear aircraft carriers in the Atlantic 

Ocean. The men and women of our armed forces remain 

commi ttedr as able professionals a~nd as patriotic 

Americans, to our common defense. They must stand 

constantlr ready to fight, in the ·hope that through 

strength combat will be prevented. \'le must always 

support them in that vigil. 

This has been a sober talk, I know. But there 

is no cause for fHUtie M' pessimism. 

challenge, and we will do whatever is necessary to 

mee,t it. We will preserve and protect our country~ 

i l:l t. 9 r e s:f::::1lo,. 
~- c..-.-b t'\ u.L -(,... ~e~ ~J 

~- re-Q. A4!- -~ ~ w~cl. 

·-:; 
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Th.l:s means that we shaLL havero continue to 

. ' 
~f.rpJf ~ f.t' CA-W 

support ~ and cetpabi:te military force·s. 

im't (or most of human history, people have 
f'D 'rl... !u,~ ~prr•+ 

-· ttMd ~ now«.J'"•"'"f. "'l.. . . • 
~ tC.~ .. fA.u. d.-... .,., 0 """ .. , "'....... • -

wished vain1y that freedom a:AQ see1:1r.i+::y did ..D.Ot:•have 
A . -, \' 

. (I o-T 1'"'..-o..l\'f 

to depend so RlY.8R upon the force of arms. We, like 

our forebears, live in a time when those who would 

/,~uhf 
destroy ~~are restrained less by their respect for 

,f~ 
t.aeA.strength of onr ualY.eo, than by their knowledge 

-Htos.a. Wko ~w·1 t... t~ 41\.L. 
that WQ a~e physic~lly strong. · 

1\ 

W.o ean meet the s:Aallcn'Je. \ve are a great 

nation of talented people. We can readily afford 

.Y\e.c.e-~sof'\ 
the,..costs of our military forces, as well as an'-

lut-P- ~ 
increased cash~,. needed to preventA the militeu;y 

build1:1p of any adversary from (lestabilizing the peace 
cu,- n-.~·~·s 

0"-/1 b~c.t.. 
of the world. The money we spendl'is not wasted, 
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any more than· ls the cost of maintaining a local 

""Jk;, 1-"v.Of~~ 
police force to keep the peace. 

11
-f;;t: purchases our 

freedom to fulfill our worthy goals. 

Southerners, whose ancestors a hundred years 

ago knew the horrors o.f a homeland devastated by 

0-.('{_ . 

war, ean-be particularly determined that war shall not 

come to us again. All Ame!ricans -c::a:R understand th:e !:,....,..;, 

(\ +Ut V.f.. 

lesson1 taught by- history: g;€ tshe need ~ firmness 

tl!- "- "1 ;, lr 
and.Astrong1::H to prevent threats and domination by 

others. 

No matter how peaceful and secure and easy the 

circumstance's of our lives now seem, we have no 

guarantee that these blessings will endure. That is 

why we must always maintain the strength which, God 

willing, we shall never need to use. 

# # 
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One hundred ninety-eight years ago~ in the southern part 

of your state, four hundred 'iitilitiamen ~rth Caroli5 took 

up arms in our War of Independence. Against a force of 

thirteen hundred British soldiers, the North Carolina militia 

prevailed--and th.eir battle at Ramseur's Mill became a step 

on the road to victory at Yorktown one year later. 

Your ancestors in North Carolina~ mine in Georgia, and 

their neighbors throughout t·he thirteen colonies earned our 
A" e. 1- ,cJ.&. 

freedom in combat. That is a sacrifice Americans have ma.de-
~"- ~~o .... c.,J 

time and again in our nation's history, be€a'tt3e we ~ .. that 

strength is the final protector of liberty. 

This is a commitment, and a sacrifice, that I understand 

well, for the tradition af military service runs deep in my 

own family. My first ancestor to live in Georgia, Jame-s 

Cart.er, f.ought in the Revolution. My father was a first 

lieutenant in the Army during World War One, and o:c.e e-f my ~'/~,t 

son{ volunteered to serve in Vietnam. I have spent eleven 

years of my 11_· fe as a member .Af the United States Navy. /~. /t 

?~,·e-~ '7 'Hf~., ~~ /~.wJ,he-t~. 
Down through the generat1ons, the purpose of our arm~d 

1 
/J)t,l- 1 f /I 'd~~l 

forces has been tw-ofold: to defend our securi tyJ\ :u us be"e 
~;.. JettAnt~f.'~W s~ 

wneetoea its, and"to ;reduce the chances that we will have to 
..jb ~ ..,,.~ 4 

fight again. The thought that John Kennedy expressed seven-

t-een years ag.o still guide/ our actions: "The purpose of our 
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arms.=- he sai&, rfis not war but peace--to be sure that we will 

never have to use them." 

That purpose is unchanged. But the world has been 

changing, and our responses must change with it. 

This morning I w·ould like to talk to you about our national 
,~ 

security--where we stand, what changes have taken place, and 
/1 

what we are going to do. 
.Jo~t. 

Let me deal at the beginning with 8 f8w myths. 

One myth is that this country somehow is pulling back 

from protecting its interests around the world. That is not 

the case. I!.fl a £0\v memeHts r shaJ 1 gi1re you some Sfleeifics1 
~yH,.. 

Anothe:r f2_u.arcurate pereefltionJ is that our Defense budget 
I!· 

is A l-arge,. burdensome, and consume's an undue portioN of our 

federal revenues. Defense is of course a large and important 

item of expendit'ures; but it represents only about 5% of our 
. · Au tt~~.~J 42:/u:of,.i'y .._... )'J(a ~,..,..,.,.. ~ 

gross nat1onal product, andAonly about a quarter of .t.l+e ~ 
~ 

A federal budget. 

. I . . k ~~ h . I d f t also 1s a m1sta e to eUoSHme t at our country s e ense 
,,t.,..~A~tlifl4tfJ ~ 

% of our s·pending is main!ty forA m~ls}les or# weapons. Only 
$lr--,~-- ---

DeJense budget go•es to,.forces of nucle:ar deterrence. 
N..o.,.,....\, 

About 
-fo,. 0. ,._.) !> "'0'1'crv-t 0 r r;., 

60·% of it is simply e& pay,!\ our personnel. L:_he Soviets, 

incidentally, do not pay their military people nearly as much 

as we do; more of what they spend on military forces goes for 

hardware] 
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Finally, some ~ believe that because we pos,sess nuclear} 

weapons of great des true t i ve power, we need ~thing more 

to assure our physical security. Unfortunately, it is not 

that simple. ·~ t:b.e first ]3lflee, the Soviets m'as t not eo err 

7 have reason to b~li~ve that th.e)i eel:lld. k~oc~ gyt; J~RY 5l:ll3staHt~l 

J 
/)tA~V g,,~,."~ A.tw·v..JI~ 

" portion of mu stHttegic fotee..,... Secaftrny, ihe Soviet~ have 
;::,// ¥ 

~massive forces armed with conventioaal weapons--tanks, aircraft, 

~ ~:: ::ft: 
0

: f p::: ::::: :::c :::::n: :e:u:.n ::: ~ Qe.T::: e
0
::::::e :ou ld 

o.J--L ~- L -or tl' l~~ ~ t#'t. ~h . 
'dhh::b. ar~ our fl'ieRd s..,. ... and could destroy relatie'R'sMps vit-al 

~W'-'F';~ 
t-e-- this con~ if we and our allies""did not have our own: 

conventional forces as a counterbalance. 

40~. . '1 . h . ;'j, • 
~ ur nat1ona secur1ty--our p ys1caJ: secur1ty--rests on 

more than just military forces. It depends partly on the 

productive power of our farms and our factories, on an 

adequate supply of resources, on an eoonomic system which 

values human freedo~ over centralized control, ·o~~ te reative 

ideas of our best m1nds, on the hard work, cohes1on, oral b,.....d. w•tt.... 
I.f. dAff!rldA -. 1·~ ~ ~ 

strength and determination of our people.~ It depends p.aFt:±y ' 
D 'H.,.,.. V'L..~ ~ 

on wbat otheF--natioRii d.o, on whether..,~ seek to live in peace 

or to dominate their neighbors. 
14/1~ 

But tft.ere is uo getting arouRd. t:ae fact tfiat adequate 
. W« ~IU4-Itl -/'.·,_~ 

and capable military forces a""P-e" an essential element of our 

national security. WithoYt: aR adequate mjlj,tary, \I'C caR 

~6'·•'-hav.e. no s ecu?it' -s..t....a.ll. -We may wh;I:J. that military s trengtb .. 
A. 

.: •. 
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weFe net H~cessgry But it is, and.. Yk like our ancestors 
J 1 

have the obligation·to provide forces adequate to the 

challenges of the world in which we live. 
Lt-1 c,.w.. ALcJ ,eMJ -')( *" .")(_ 

Wft.a..t has been happening over the past decade or two~ 
II 

4 

First, the world has grown both mor/mplex and more . 

interdependent. There is division amongj.the Communist ~; 
nllt.l "'1 YIIJ.... ff o-,.c..6 • 

the old colonial empires have been succeeded by" new states; 1 

and old ideological labels have lost some of their meaning. 

al1!:1'91J1lh PH naLlen anel: 11!8 Cgpstitution remain the lscace:th 

fgr persqy;a eyenwrhoro 1:ln cui c also hi* bumgp 7 jherty 
tfje Y'(h.UJ + /'ILC.P'] 1'1 I 1 C.. 

Second, yOY skeYld kHQW that there have been changes 

in the military balance~ Over the past twenty years the 

military forces of the Soviet Union have grown substantially--

both in absolute numbers, and in relation to our own. 

There also has been ·an ominous wil.lingness of the Soviet 

Union to use its military power-~t.o intervene in local 

conflicts with advisors, with materiel, and with full logistical 

support for ~ 

""~ 

~ ~ I"AI4Q.~ ~,J.,;-.' u. w-& ~ 
meFcenarleS A We.. 5 ~9 tH:e 86 v 1et3 eg Hlg ..t..l:Hi-t 

today in Africa. 
Wke--

Uew" did this increase in Sovie:fom · i tary power occur? 

It has been going on steadily, for a long time. Since 1960 
/l.,fttV'-

Soviet"military spending has doubled, rising steadily by three 

to four peFcent every year. 

What have we been doing? 
~ 

pa,'l' d' h Our own .4 m1 1 tary spen u1g . as 

been going in the opposite direction. During most of the 
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past decade, our real military spending has been declining; 

as a percentage of our gross national product, after accounting ·I" for inflation, it is now lower than at any time _since 1950 ;r~_., __ 
Our Army, fo'r example, 1s smaller than at any t1me s:tnce ~r 

J t1j)~ 
/"' ..:t-o the Korean War. (We} have fewer naval vessels than at any time 

,I?.._ '-~ .vJ since 1939. j..t~i. e.A~A .,r~io ,s ?H.,..u! r'"'titJ4,~ 
,.~' 1 lc l.,f.AMc.e. .J 

Jtr, In,.strategic nuclear forces, the United States retains 

important advantages, but we no longer dominate the scene. 
j.._ H,._) 

Over the past decade the steady Soviet buildup pJ:oeeed:ed t-o 

tbe point that it achieved functional equivalence in strategic 

forces with the United States. 

/,.~~~.d', 

-ke-f,.,~~, 

Ehe Soviets have enlarged ilitary 

forces as well. greatly both 

1n central Europe. 

They added million men to their arme · force's, increased 
... ~"tO" 

in Europe to o-n·~ , and rgani zed, trained and 

dep more divisions and aircr.. ft to their ~ina) 

Th~ Soviets, who traditionally were not a significant 

naval power, now rank number two in the world in naval forces. 

~ hayo bni 1 t up their navy and expanded its deployment;-

so that they now are more aele to move theil' mn1 military-

powe~-and t·hat of their satellites, like Cttba iBtO parts_ 

of the lmrld ~vhich previously they had ignored] 

These change's E~e BOW threats te onr security. They J ,.4 1.,;.-f" AI"" 

demand that we[d.eJT~ile-pJ adequate responses- -diplomatic, 
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military rces. Wut so challenges could 

securit 

.~,Jl"t ignor 

a wa that it would not be ossible for us to 

them] We m t be always prepared o use military power) 

consistent with au~ ( 

reas'sessmen:t of wl:leFe we s toad in t'Re world j n rel a tieR w 
~ 

the eevi8t i, a:ad -wl:lat elxangcs wu· z required ~n our national -/ 

'f:::; tegy J ,.l-rl""ot'iHlteel extetts ively with the Secretal'y ef 1 
Defense, the Jeiflt Cl:liefs of eta££, aHEi ot:h:er eioiliafl: and 

~ 
m.i.l i tary leaders, as well as wj th e1:1r flllie-s, A Gut of this 

process hav.e come some overall strate.gie principles designed 

long h~et me l•isl! j to assure our national security over the 

what they are. 

1. We will not allow any other nation to gain military 

superiority over HS. Together wi t;h our allies and friendly 
Will ._.J~ a-.., ~f-~ o,. '• .._ 

powers, we int8FI:Q ta..tcouater-baiB:H:ce Se ; ~ower through a com-

bination of military forces, political efforts, and economic 

programs. 

2. We s·hall seek 

r J-11"',..... ~~ ~ "~/;~ 
1 ~ )~~~"A... f. ~ec 

cooperation in reducing £Te~s ,. 
of tension. We do not desire to intervene militarily in the 

domestic affairs of other countrie.s or to aggravate regional 

conflicts, and we shall discourage other powers from doing so. 
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3. We shall seek security through dependable, verifi-
c6'Jo'k..JG . 

arms A agreement~ where poss1ble.- and thi Entg.R military 

capabilities liTluHe H:eee~:Htl'y. 

4~ We shall use our great economic, technological and 

diplomatic advantages to defend our interests and to promote 
~ frl J~f~t:.-t!l 

our values. We are prepared A to cooperate with the Soviet 

Union wherever possible" toward common 
+o 

S·Ocial, scientific, 
~e,r 

and economic goalsx ~ the extent of o~r ~oopeFatieH: will 
--~ ~ee ~~ 

depeRd Ypnn the Saviet6' demonstration of restraint 1 =t enly 
~J 41'1d 

r~traiM iH: t~eir,Amissile prog:rams,..- etlt al~o Ie3tl'aiH:t in ~ 
tf1. .. 

proj ect:i:o».lheir own or proxy forces into other lands and 

continents. 

What}o these 

they £ffect our 

principjes mean in concreYterms? How 

planning and our progra/s? 

Our military policy in support of ~~strategy will be 
. • • ll4.. ~ ce.rrar1f 

to increase our conventional strength and mob1l1ty" wh1le 

maintaining the nuclear balance. So, even as we s:earch for 

agreement on arms control"- we must modernize our strategic 
'$"YI"~$ 
£or~es" and revitalize nur conventional forces. In short, ... 

JJ,.~ 1$ 
we are determined to take the;, actionfl'necessary to counter 

h fi.~tV\- . . . 
t e challenge of Soviet m1l1tary expans1on. 

tvc. w1ll e-~"'~ k ,...,-
t_TI:~is \dll P86J:HiFe aR increas·e .iozl our~ defens.e efforts. 

In light a£ the growth iH: po~ei, oat o~n speHtHng 

],.o.n g as 

"* ¥ * We shall implement our military policy 
n.,.J~ 

in three ways: 

By maintaining strategic parity; 
.ill 
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By ~trengthen~ and moderni z~R-g our defenses in Europe f' 

closely with our NATO allies and 
._1 

By maintaining and developing forces to counter f:.D.e 
~threats to our a'lllies and our vital interests iH Asia, 

the Middle East, and other regiorisA j ~ wln./'t:l. 

Let me take up each of these thr·ee in turn. 

Our first and most fundamental concern is to prevent 

nuclear war. The horTors of nuclear conflict, and our desire 

to reduce the world's arsenals of fearsome Ruclear weapons, 

do not free us from the nee.d to analyze the s i tua tioR unemotion

ally, and to make sensible choices about our objectives and 

means. 

Our strategic forces must he--and must be known to be--

a match for the capabilities of the Soviets. The Soviets 

must never be able to· use their nuclear forces to threaten, 

coerce, or blackmail us JC or our allie.s, Gr. eottnt! ie;:, on wfl:ieh 

1.-e tie:pend-] 1 rr .J --
()wt' ~t-~1"\U;'i ~'f"" a..t'f"C"'' ,,...., •. ,.,_ 

1!ft.e,._SALT talks now underway in Geneva are one means~ 

d h 1 £ · t'\l.tc.levb · 1 · W d h S · towar t e goa o strateg1cAsta 1 1ty. e an· t e ov1ets 

already have reached agreemeRt on several basic points, r __ DMI'I -

We. ~ Y1:Cf- look•~ r-"'. ~ 1 

although still others remain to be resolved. A~ou can be ""~' 
assured that before I sign a treaty on behalf of the United 

States, I will be sure that it preserves the strategic balance, 

that we can independently ~fiM Soviet compliance, and 

that our strength relative to that of the Soviet Union will be 

no less than it would be without a treaty. 

., 
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But even ~ a SALT
11

agreement, we must take other steps 
ft 

to protect the strategic balance. Dl:lring the next decade ~,q pcd:~eLew! 
Sot~~e..-f ~~ e. o, eeL o"" r 

improvements in ~evie-t missiles~ w+H.
11 

make f22t" land-based 

missile force,increasingly vulnerable to a Soviet first strike. 

Such an attack would amount t(national suicide for the Soviet 

Union; but it is a possibility which, however remote, we must 

guard against. 1%e ~eviets must ·J::uP:e aaseltttel)l no aaNats. 
1 

s 
.- ~·"'- tl 1\.t.IA.J·\"~ ,.,.1/.,.l..~ +o ~~c.t.c., ~ loiJ4l. • t:a-"A..~'U' .e. 
~~ ,J - have under constructlon ne,w Tndent submannes ~ whlch 

tJ.:.,. ~ ~~ill give our submarine ballistic-missile force:1~ater 
5'1"' range and S•ecuri ty. I have ordered rapid development of 

cruise missiles~ to diversify aBd atl~ffient ou1 strategic 
()N\d.f.AI'A.. 

:f.grces .. ,_Jne are working on ueN ba.lli~tic mis.siles the M-X 

intercontinental ballistic missile a-ftd the 'f1idcnt II sub-
-/-o 

whieh give u~ more options 

to respond to Soviet strategic deployments. If necessary 

I shall not he.sitate to take actions for full-scale develop-

~~d ~~~£ thes_"._,;_~~ g;;~~;~;;;-~J.~ c{e;r 

~ulnerability of our st;r-ate~_~S: .de.ter.re.n.t.. ·- · ········· · ···· 
-·-.. ·-··-- .... ~·-~--. -- ·-·- --- -·· ... _ ..................... . 

Our strategic defense forces are a triad-~land-based 

missiles, sea-based missiles, and air-breathing systems. 

Throtigh the plans I have described, all three legs of the 

triad will :be modernized and improved. Hach will retain 

the ability to impose devastating retaliation upon an 

aggre·ssor Jk t:t ~~ #Uit. )'tA~6/.-t • 

we. " Q,"-C,.. a.b.. ~ ~ I ~f!.,d /.. 
The seeeBEl fH~iRt I mentioned wa~ the defense of Europe. 

Bonds of kinship, culture, trade, and shared political values 
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link our ~"'ta ~~pehr thirty 
~t.'U~ t/ 

years and more K we 

have been link9d ~lso by the knowledge that Western Europe's 
w~ ~hn~ 

security is vital to our own. T~e ~9coad ahjeetive sf aHr 

defeR:se sttategy remains what it aa~t been.· to cooperate with 

our NATO allies in a strategy of flexible response, combining 

~ . ,J), ,c.-~- f4 ~----1-M-
conven~i 1 and nuclear forces, so that no aggressor can 

threaten t-M ,.terri tory or freedom,_ we have fought" to protect 

in~he past. 
s~:fl.. 

The Western allie's have the A r:e~agwpees to deter aggression1 ~ 

.fhere must be no doubt that w,e also possess the will. 
\::.. . w~ Po.~..+. "' .... l;-....... .. 
~ring the y st decade, the~Sov1et UH10H 1:la.s steadily 
~ 

increasedA:i,..t.s ility to wage nuclear war. In Europe. Eve 

disturbingl}J--disturbing because conv. ntional war migh 

more temp ing to wage--both the q 

have also 

dramatically. They ave more divisions 
CI.N'-cl .u.• .... ~ ~ 

ago 1 1\ 'Rte divis · onl....ha.¥e more 

The f that equipment and bf t eir attack aircraft--

which have a so increased in numbers-- is higher) ~ difforeRee iR 

qua~ which we used to t ely o.n to offset the numerical inferiori.ty 

o£..-tts and ottr allies, has become HHlc'h les~ 
'f.vt' lt..~t.AJ 'I~ /AX ~ ,to~~ el . 
"'We wowld pre~r to negotiate mutual and balanced reductions 

of military forces in Europe[_an.d--l¥e and our allies have bef!l:l 
0 tf.v.,.... 

discussiflg tfl:i-&)with the Soviets and theAWarsaw Pact nations. 
f.2 J,.._ f . Sof/1t;.-h 
L:...ar ~te"eral yeax:sJ 

1 
Aln the meantime the~Sov1e~ have con~inued 

1f, ;{ ~~IJ1IIC.. 
to add to their forces. So in the face of th-e c.ootinued Soviet 

A 

buildup, we and our NATO allies have agreed on a wrmher o~ 
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' "'~ important steps to cope wi t'h short- term vulnerabilities and .J. 

~ 

respond to long-term threats. We have significantly strengthened 
f 41-1 tNL d. ,, tli:.v\d 

U.S. forces)laew in Western HU\grpe, {!o sn~t&iH: o1.1r poli cyqof 
c,Jca.. 

fonr&Fa ElefQ:R:ae:J -We,.. are improving our ability to speed larg-er . '_ ( 

numbers of ground and air reinforcements to Europe in time of cr1s~ 

Our European allies, who supply the major portion of 
£1(D _.p 

. a..re. '~'P ,-o-..1 I - I 
NATO's conventional: combat strength, ~lready have"begY"R to 

ilJlp-ra,z:.eJthei r readiness and reinforcement capabilities and their 

antitank defenses. The he·ads of the NATO gov·ernments will be 
fG /,1 "' lu ) f--4 J'.-c- AJC.. 

attending a summit meeting in {!yashi 11gre~ in May. '\!·Rere tQ.ey 

~will l:iZ~~~~o eong-f-erm tdefense rrogram ~R.ieh fi.tls 

been in preparation an4J which will expand and integrate allied 

defense. plans in ten key functional areas. 
___. 

Thirdly, our security concerns reach beyond Euorpe. In 

this decade~ for the first time, Soviet militaFy power is 
4M..d,4A 

being fe!lt far beyond the borders O'f the Soviet bloc_. A.. A& 
ri.cA., 

events in Africa are demonstrating,A..Soviet involvement abroad 

is increasingly ilitary in nature~~a development that we 
tAll l~e-.~7 · . WL 

cannot View@ . ~ \Ebe th~rci element of OlU' stratogY_)mtts~ 
• . -~fJ~t. iM ,,,.;.,_, ' • ' 

be .. to he able te- counter proJ ect1onf of ,.s.ov1et power ~ ~ 1 /-
. 1 . t d'flc,...U 0)11 . . 

.. 
J:n 

V1 ta 1nteres s an our a 1es · · 
.II 

force·s that can be readily 

wherever they are needed,. '""" 6't'J.,__ ~ 

The Uni t;;--~~ates hasP1fiaj~~terests and responsibilities 
~ ,,. 

East Asia, the Middle East, the Persian Gulf, and~our own 

hemisphere. Our preference in all these areas is to turn first 
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to international agreements that reduce the overall level of arms 

and improve the prospects for peace. But we have the will, and 

we must also have the capacity, to maintain our commi tment.s and 

protect our interests in these critical areas. s • ...,re.. 
h Korea both linked 

=T__;...;~ 

Both are 

of four 

will ensure that Nort .east Asia 

to increase 

to modernize, be achieved 

with reduced ground forces in 
~ W/// ~ 
~ phas return of the 

therefore ordered, W.S. 

de, oyed in this area will be maint ined and stre· gthened. 

In the Middle East and the region of the· Indian Ocean, 
P..t.1 ,.II«Mtt' ~~e. ....... ,., 

we seekAstability. The economic health and well-being o.f the 

United States, Western Europe and Japan de·pend upon continued 

access to oil from the Persian Gulf. We skall maintain a 

ca;whj lity to keep that aeces3 secttte against iuterveH:tion hJ: 

hQ..Stile etttsia8 po1A'Qrs, 
~.ad~ .A.A{I~, ~. • PM.'~'."'!. ~NUC ~./ ~'"'.;......., 
111!ft.e.Apr1mary responsibility for htaul.ta1fl:1Rg., ~ stability 

of" efl:eli regie.n rests with the countries there. We shall 

continue to work with our friends and allies to strengthen 
. ) }o 

their ability to prevent a-ttH:eks which would threatfHt-11their 
/A/11/ ,....,,~/Itt ... fo-..e.

intere·StS and ours. In addition, however, we ~-forces of , 

·;, 

.:: 
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our own which could be called upon if necessary to support the 

defense efforts of our friends and allies. lhe Secretary of 

is developing and will maintain quickly

deplo_,yable forces- -air, land and s:ea- -to defend our intere.sts ~·· 
tk f'p,tf.£} ~ 

Defense at my direction 

in
11 

East Asia, the Middle East, and the Persian Gulf particularly 
l.fh1<-J.. l'l't~ J,_ II fj...,-

against ~new threats
4 
posed by Souiet,. military powers. 

a,....A "" ~a..; rv r cJ a.L a.c.. 
Arms control agre.ements .(;.flH co.mplelftt!H:t militaFy forcei as 

b~..ct-
instruments of~tional security, lR factT effective arms 

control agreements will be possible only if we maintain appro

priate military force levels. Reaching balanced, verifiable 

agreements with our adversaries can limit the costs of 

security and reduce the risk of war. But even then, we 

must--and we will--proceed efficiently with whatever arms pro-

grams our security requires. . I 
~ '* ¥ .f-o i/ ,j;I-

When I leave this auditorium I shall be going~ut iH the 
tJ I J't. ~ ·~ ~6~ 1M"«. f -.- 1HuJ/- Hlu ~ . 

At--laH:tic te visit some of the momlHlrg e£ eu1 Natty abea:r:@ a. 
Yl"deN"- ,,. ~· Arl'~k~ V'c.~. . 

pewly-commis5ioR~Hl~ aircraft carrier~ The men and women of our 

armed forces remain committe.d, as able professionals and as 

patriotic Americans, to our common defense. They must stand 

constantly ready to fight, in the hope 
C.oW\ \)~+ wil' ~ r~~t-4L-.l . 
We mustt.support them in that vigil. 

.cLI~yJ 

~/,..A~ 
thatAthey R8V8r ~e. 

~ 
This has been a sobe-r talk, I know. But~ i-t is ..aet a H.Ao' 

cause for panic)!\ or e:uen ,Uu pessimism. We have a challenge, 
We. WI// 

and we will do whatever is necessary to meet i tr a.aQ..A preserve 
a.-.c! pr-ote..c..t ~d. 
our country's int·erests J There is aot the slightest doybt 

in my mind that we will sacceed. 
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This means that we shall have t.o continue to support 

large and capable military force5. All of us here prehably 
\10.111\ ,., 

·~that 01:H' freedom and security 

Hid not have ~o depend so much u on the force of arms. 
'~ ~ v.J•J/AAJ 

But for most of human historyA :J.t; H:a5 ~ aiM there ;i i>-no 

dG-Het that it tloos t;etlay. Sa.ttl,, bat for the prosont 

ill.Elsea19.agJ.y, \Je)like m.o£t e-f our forebears, live in a time 

when those who would de·stroy us are restrained less b~ the,...
tv'f 'c.c.-1- ~ 
knowledge of the strength of our values, than by th~rknowledge 

cl :::-r ph·yr•ull'f 
that we ~ho ch~risfi tlto:5e VH:ltte~ are As t rong .1"\.U.t 

We can meet the chall.enge. We ar·e a JaltH:y nation of 

talented people. We· can readily afforJ the costs of our 

military forces, as well as any increased costs needed to 
'I 6,1 a.tlveA-s~ 

pfevent the ~oviot military buildupAfrom destabil1zing the po••• 
. f-ret~ 

world. The ;].one ~'we spen.d '&u_th~. programs I have (;lescribed) 

is not wasted, ny more than is the cost of maintaining a 
.. L,o··c ·fo kv-p t(... ~e.. · 

sheri££ ~"'police force~ It purchases our freedom to fulfill 
/4JIW'~ 

a,.±.! our o.t.ae-r" goa 1 s . 

our 

a ·duty to s and guart::dg nst any t~rey to 

nat"on. To be n ive about th1yduty, or 

be t increase the risk of a 

dange ous miscalcu ationJ 

Southerners, who•se ancestors a hundred years ago kne-w 

the horrors of a homeland devastated by war, can be particularly 
t............._ -fo v,..o.. 

determined that war shall notAhaf>flOR again. All Americans can 
~~~- b'1 

understand the lessons history t.eacll.es of the. ne·ed for 
II 
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firmness and strength to prevent threats and domination by 

o·thers. 

15 

No matte:x h.ow peaceful and secure and easy the circum-
11

. 

"" .. ~ ~~ #--..- JuJ s ")"" 
stance·s of our live·s,..ma-y seem, we have no .guarantee,t.A-ey will 

endure. [hat i3 up to us J That is why we must always 

maintain the strength which, God willing, we shall never 

need to use. 

Thank you. 
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One hundred ninety-eight years ago, in the 

southern part of your state, four hundred North Carolina 

militiamen took up arms in our War of Independence. 

Against a force of thirteen hundred British soldiers, 

the North Carolina militia prevailed -- and their 

battle at Ramseur's Mill became a step on the road to 

victory at Yorktown one year later. 

Your ancestors in North Carolina, mine in Georgia, 

and their neighbors throughout the thirteen colonies 

earned our freedom in combat. That is a sacrifice 

Americans have had to make time and again in our 

nation's history, and we have learned that strength 

is the final protector of liberty. 

;i: 
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This is a commitment, and a sacrifice, that I 

understand well, for the tradition of military service 

runs deep in my own family. My first ancestor to 

live in Georgia., James Carter, fought in the Revolution. 

My father was a first lieutenant in the Army during 

World War One, and my oldest son volunteered to serve 

in Vietnam. I have spent eleven years of my life as 

a member of the United States Navy. This is typical 

of many American families. 

Down through the generations, the purpose of our 

armed forces has been twofold: to defend out security 

when it is threatened, and through demonstrated strength 

to reduce the chances that we will have to fight again. 

These words of John Kennedy still guide. our 

actions: "The purpose of our arms is not war but 
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peace -- to be sure that we w.ill never have to use 

them • ., 

That purpose is unchanged. But the world has been 

chang.ing, and our responses must change with it. 

This morning I would like to talk to you about 

our national secur.ity -- where we now stand, what changes 

have taken place, and what we are going to do. 

Let me deal at the· beginning with some myths. 

One myth is that this country somehow is pulling 

back from protecting its interests around the world. 

That is not the case. 

Another myth is thatfour Defense budget is too 

burdensome, and consumes an undue portion of our federal 

revenues. Defense. is of course a large and important 
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item of expenditures; but it represents only about 

5 percent of our gross national products, and has 

decreased steadily over the years to onl~( ;about a 

quarter of our current federal budget. 

It also is a mistake to believe that our country's 

defense spending is mainly for intercontinental 

' 

missiles or weapons. Only percent of our 

De.fense budget goes to strategic forces of nuclear 

deterrence. Nearly 60 percent of it is simply for 

. pay and support of our personnel. [!he Soviets, 

incidentally, do not pay their military people nearly 

a·s much as we do; more of what they spend on military 

forces goes for hardware J 

Finally, some believe that because we possess 

nuclear weapons of great destructive power, we need do 
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nothing more to assure our physical security. 

Unfortunately, it is not that simple. Our potential 

adversaries have built up massive forces armed with 

conventional weapons -- tanks, aircraft, infantry and 

mechanized units. Those forces could be used for 

political blackmail and could threaten our vital 

interests if we and our allies and friends did not 

have our own conventional forces as a counterbalance. 

Or course, our national security -- our physical 

security -- rests on more than just military forces. 

It depends partly on the productive power of our 

farms and our factories, on an adequate supply of 

resouces, on an economic system which values human 

freedom over centralized con.trol, on the creative 

ideas of our best minds, on the hard work, cohesion, 
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moral strength and determination of our people. It 

depends on strong bonds with our allies, on whether 

other nations seek to live in peace or to dominate 

their nei~hbors. 

But without adequate and capable military forces 

we would lack an essential element of our national 

security. We, like our ancestors, have the obligation 

to provide forces adequate to the challenges of the 

world in which we live. 

* * * 

Let us review what has been happening over the 

past decade or two. 

First, the world has grown both more complex 

and more interdependent. There is division among 
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the Communist powers; the old colonial empires have 

been succeeded by many new nations; and old 

ideological labels have lost some of their meaning. 

Second, we must recognize that there have been 

changes in the military balance •. Over the past 20 yea·rs 

the military force·s of the Soviet Union have grown 

substantially -- both in absolute numbers, and in 

relation to our own. There also has· been an ominous 

willingness of the Soviet Union to use its military 

power -- to intervene in local conflicts with 

advisors, with materiel, and with full logistical 

support for mercenaries from theri satellite countries, 

as we can observe today in Africa. 

When did this increase in Soviet military 

power occur? It has been going on steadily, for a 
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long time. Since 1960 Soviet real military spending 

has doubled, rising steadily by three to four percent 

every year. 

What have we been doing? Our own rate, of 

military spending has been going in the opposite 

direction. During most of the past decade, our real 

military spending has been declining; as a percentage 

of our gross national product, after accounting for 

inflation, it is now lower than at any time since 

1950. Our Army, for example, is smaller than at 

any time since before the Korean War. Although each 

modern ship is more formidable, we now have fewer naval 

vessels than at any time since 1939. 

The Soviets, who traditionally were not a 

significant naval power, now rank number two in the 

world in naval fo~ces. 
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In its balanced strategic nublear forces, 

the United S·tates retains important advantages, but 

we no longer dominate the scene. Over the past 

decade the steady Soviet bui.ldup has now achieved 

functional equivalence in strategic forces with the 

United States. 

These changes demand that we maintain adequate 

responses -- diplomatic, economic and military. 

As Commander in Chief, I am responsible for 

modernizing, expanding and improving our armed forces, 

whenever our security requires it. We have recently 

completed a major reassessment of our national 

defense strategy, and out of this process have come 

some overall principles designed to as·sure our 

national security over the long haul. 
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1. We will' not al.low any other nation to gain 

military superiority over us. Tog.ether with our allies 

and friendly powers, we will match any threatening power 

through a combination of military forces, political 

efforts, and economic programs. 

2. We shall seek the cooperation of the Soviet 

Union and o,ther nations in reducing areas of tension .. 

We do not desire to intervene militarily in the 

domestic affairs of other countries or to aggravate 

regional conflicts, and we shall discourage other 

powers from doing so. 

3. We shal.l seek security through·dependable, 

verifiable arms control agreements where possible. 
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4. We shall use our great economic, technological 

and diplomatic advantages to defend our interests and 

to promote our value. We are prepared, for instance, 

to cooperate with the Soviet Uni.on wherever possible 

toward common social, scientific, and economic goals 

to the extent of their demonstration of restraint in 

force levels and missile programs and in the projection 

of their own or proxy forces into other lands and 

continents. 

Our military policy in support of this strategy 

will be to increase our conventional strength and 

mobility as necessary while maintai-ning the nuclear 

balance. So, even as we search for agreement on arms 

control we must modernize our strategic systems and 

revitalize our conventional forces. In short, we 

are determined to take whatever action is necessary 
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to counter the challenge of foreign military expansion. 

Until SALT and mutual force reduction efforts 

are successful we will continue to increase our own 

def.ense efforts. 

* * * 

We shall implement our military policy in three 

ways: 

-- By maintaining strategic nuclear parity; 

-- By working closely with our NATO allies to 

strengthen and modernize our defenses in Europe; and 

-- By maintaining and developing forces to 

counter any threats to our allies and our vital 

interests in Asia, the Middle East, and other regions 

of the world. 
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Let me take up each of these three in turn. 

' Our first and most fundamental concern is to 

prevent nuclear war. The horrors of nuclear conflict, 

and OUr de·Sire tO redUCe the WOrld IS arsenalS Of 

fearsome nuclear weapons, do not free us from the 

need to analyze the situation unemotionally, and to 

make sensible choices about our objectives and means. 

Our strategic forces must be -- and must be 

known to be -- a match for the capabilities of the 

Soviets. The Soviets must never be'-'1able to use their 

nuclear forces to threaten, coerce, or blackmail us 

or our allies. 

our continuing major e.ffort in the SALT talks 

now underway in Geneva are one means toward the goal 

of strategic nuclear stability. We and the Soviets 
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already have reached agreement on several basic 

points, although still others remain to be resolved. 

We arfot looking for any advantage, but you can be 

assured that before I sign a treaty on behalf of the 

United States, I will be sure that it preserves the 

strategic balance, that we can independently verify 

Soviet compliance, and that our strength relative 

to that of the Soviet Union will be no less than it 

would be without a treaty. 

But even within the limits and reductions of 

a SALT II agreement, we must take other steps to 

protect the streteg'ic balance. During the :next decade, 

improvements in Soviet mis,siles can make our land-based 

missile forces increasingly vulnerable to a Soviet 

first strike. Such an attack would amount to 
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national suicide for the Sovi.et Union.; but it is 

a possibility which, however remote, we must guard 

against. 

We have a superb submarine fleet which is 

relatively invulnerable to attack, and we have under 

construction new Trident submarines and missiles 

which will giv~ur s·ubmarine ballistic-missile force 

even greater range and security. I have ordered 

rapid development .of cruise missiles and we are 

working on the M-X intercontinental bal.listic missile 

to give us more options to respond to Soviet strategic 

deployments. If necessary to guarantee the clear 

invulnerability of our strategic deterrent,! shall not 

hesitate to take actions fox full-scale deyelopro.ent 

and deployment of these systems. 
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Our strategic defense forces are a triad --

land-based missiles, sea based missLles, and air-breathing 

systems. Through the plans I have described, all 

three legs of the triad will be modernized and 

improved. Each will ratain the ability to impose 

devastating retaliation upon an aggressor who attacks 

our nation. 

We are also committed to the defense of Europe. 

Bonds of kinship, culture, trade, and shared political 

values l.ink our people,:_and for thirty years and 

more we have been bound also by the knowledge that 

Western Europe's security is vital to our own. 

We continue to cooperate with our NATO allies in a 

strategy of flexible response, combining conventional 

and nuclear forces, so that no aggressor can threaten 
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their territory or freedom which we have fought 

together to protect in the past. The Western allies 

have the strength to deter aggression, and there 

must be no doubt that we also possess the will. 

For several years we have tried to negotiate 

mutual and balanced reductions of military forces in 

Europe with the Soviets and the other warsaw Pact 

nations, but in the meantime the Soviets have 

continued to add to their forces. So in the face 

of this excessive Soviet buildup, we and our NATO 

allies have had to take important steps to cope~> with 

short-term vulnerabilities and to respond to long-term 

threats. We have significantly strengthened U.S. 

forces stationed in Western Europe, and we are 

improving our ability to speed larger numbers of 

ground and air reinforcements to Europe in time of crisis. 
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Our European allies, who supply the major 

portion of NATO's conventional combat strength, are 

also improving their readiness and reinforcement 

capabilities and their antitank defenses. The heads 

of the NATO governments will be attending a summit 

meeting in the United States in May. Here we will 

address a NATO long-term defense program which will 

expand and integrate allied defense plans in ten key 

functional areas. 

Thirdly, our security concerns reach beyond 

Europe. In this decade, for the first time, Soviet 

power is being felt far beyond the borders of the 

Soviet bloc and, as events in Africa are demonstrating, 

this involvement abroad is increasingly military in 

nature -- a development that we cannot view with 

complacency. 
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We must maintain forces that can be readily 

deployed whenever and wherever they are needed in 

order to counter projection of foreign military 

power when it threatens our vital interests and 

those of our allies. 

The United States has permanent major interests 

and responsibilities in East Asia, the Middle East, 

the Persian Gulf, and in our own hemisphere. Our 

preference in all these areas is to turn first to 

international agreements that reduce the overall 

level of arms and improve the prospects for peace. 

But we have the will, and we must also have the 

capacity, to maintain our commitments and protect 

our interests in these critical areas. 
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Because of our crucial national interes'ts, we 

will maintain our position ct__s ,a major power in the 

Pacific Ba·sin. There is g.reat mutua.! advantage 

in our mutual defense treaties with Australia, 

New Zealand, Japan and Souther Korea, and in our 

friendship and cooperation with other Pacific nations. 

Japan and South Korea, closely linked with 

the United States, are located geographically where 

the. vital interests of four great powers converge. 

It is imperative that Northeast Asia remain stable. 

We will maintain and even enhance our military strength 

in this area, reducing our ground forces but 

improving air strength as the South Korean army 

continues to modernize and to increase its capabilities. 
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In the Middle East and the region of the 

Indian Ocean, we seek permanent peace and stability. 

The economic heai.th and well-being of the United 

States, Western Europe and Japan depend upon 

continued access to oil from the Persian Gulf. 

In all these regions, the primary responsibility 

for preserving. peace and military stability rests 

with the countries there. We shall continue to work 

with our friends and allies to strengthen their 

ability to prevent threats to their interests and 

ours. In addition, however, we will maintain forces 

of our own which could be called upon if necessary 

to support the defense efforts of our friends and 

allies. The Secretary of Defense at my direction is 

developing and will maintain quickly-deployable 

forces -- air, (c}.J)nd and sea -- to defend our interests 
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ability to prevent threats to·their interests and 

ours. In addition, however, we will maintain forces 

of our own which could be called upon if necessary 

to support the defense efforts of our friends and 

allies. The Secretary of Defense at my direction is 

developing and will maintain quickly-deployable 

forces -- air, land and sea -- to defend our interests 
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in the Pacific, East Asia, the Middle East, and the 

Persian Gulf particularly against new threats which 

may be posed by other military powers. 

Arms control ag.reements are a major goal as 

instruments of our national security, but effective 

arms control agreements will be possible only if 

we maintain appropriate military force levels. 

Reaching balanced, verifiable agreements with our 

adversaries can limit the costs of security and 

reduce the risk of war. But even then, we must --

and we will -- proceed efficiently with whatever 

arms programs our security requires. 

* * * 
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When I leave this auditorium I shall be going 

to visit with the crew aboard one of our most 

modern nuclear aircraft carriers in the Atlantic 

Ocean. The men and women of our armed forces remain 

committed, as able professionals and as patriotic 

Americans, to our common defense. They must stand 

constantly ready to fight, in the hope that through 

strength combat will be prevented. We must always 

support them in that vigil. 

This has been a sober talk, I know. But there 

is no cause for panic or pessimism. We have a 

challenge, and we will do whatever is necessary to 

meet it. We will preserve and prote.ct our country's 

interests. 
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any more than is the cost of maintaining a local 

police force to keep the peace. It purchases our 

freedom to fulfill our worthy goals. 

Southerners, whose ancestors a hundred years 

ago knew the horrors of a homeland devastated by 

war, can be particularly determined that war shall not 

come to us again. All Americans can understand the 

lessons taught by history of the need for firmness 

and strength to prevent threats· and domination by 

others. 

No matter how peaceful and secure and easy the 

c.ircumstances of our lives now seem, we have no 

guarantee that these blessings will endure. That is 

why we must always maintain the strength which, God 

willing, we shall never need to use. 

# # # 
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Thi,s means that we shall havero continue to 

support large and capabile military forces. 

But for most of human history, people have 

wished vainly that freedom and security did not have 

to depend so much upon the force of arms. We, like 

our forebears, live in a time when those who would 

destroy us are restrained less by their respect for 

the strength of our values, than by their knowledge 

that we are physically strong. 

We can meet the challenge. We are a great 

nation of talented people. We can readily afford 

the costs of our military forces, as well as any 

increased costs needed to prevent the military 

buildup of any adversary from destabilizing the peace 

of the world. The money we spend is no,t wasted, 
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One hundred ninety-eight years ago, in the 

southern part of your state, four hundred North Carolina 

militiamen took up ,arms .lin our War of Indepe·ndence. 

Against a force of thirt-een hundred British soldiers, 

the North Cara.lin'ans prevailed -- and their battle 

at Ramseur's Mill became a step on the road to 

victory at Yorktown one year later. 

Your ancestors in North Carolina, mine in Georgia, 

and their neighbors throughout the thirteen colonies 

earned our freedom in combat. That is a sacrifice 

Americans have had to make time and a:gain in our 

nation's history, aM- Ve have learned that streng-th 

is the final protector of liberty. 

; ~' 
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This is a commitment, and a sacr.ifice, that I 

understand well, for the tradition of military service 

runs deep in my own family. My first ancestor to 

live in Georg.ia, James Carter, fought in the Revo.lution. 

My father was a first li.eu.tenant in the Army during 

World War One, and my oldest son volunteered to serve 

in Vietnam. I spent eleven years of my life as a 

member of the United States Navy. This is typical of 

many American families. 

Down through the generations, the purposes of our 

armed forces have been the same: to defend our security 

when it is threatened, and through demonstrated strength 

to reduce the chances that we will have to fight again. 

.r. 
These words of John Kennedy still guide our 

?e.at:ll1 

ac1ons: "The purpose of our arms is 
11

not war~ 
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ltf4-/c:.e C..G.rftA.·, ~ it.c.'1 ~c. " 
to &ole- Bli:!'e ~'hat: ue will never have to~ used. 

" 

That purpose is unchanged. But the world has been 

.chang.ing, and our responses must change with it. 

This morning I would like to talk to you about 

our national security -- where we. now stand, what 

new circumstances we face, and what we are going to 

do in the future .. 

Let me deal at the beginning with some myths. 

One myth is that this country somehow is pulling 

back from protecting its interests and its friends 

around the world. That is not the case, as will be 

e.)(.plt:h.l"'e...d deMons.Va.ta.d 
previ\Jl in this speech and in our actions as a nation. 

A 

··'·, 

.. : •.. 
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Another myth is that our Defense budget is too 

burdensome, and consumes an undue portion of our federal . 

revenues. National def.ense is of course a large and 

important item of expenditures; but it represents only 

about 5 percent of our g,ross national product, and 

consumes approximate:ty one-fourth of our current federal 

budget. 

It also is a mistake to believe that our country's 

defense spending is mainly for int~rcontinental 

miss'iles or nuclear weapons. About 10 percent of 

our De-fense. budget goes to strateg.ic forces for 

nuclear deterrence. More than 50 percent of it is 

simply to pay and support the men and women in our 

Armed Forces. 

Finally, some believe that because we possess 

nuclear weapons of great destructive power, we need do 
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nothing more t:o guarantee our security. Unfortunately, 

it is not that simple. Our potential adversaries 

have now built up massive forces armed with conventional 

weapons -- tanks, aircraft, infantry and mechanized 

units. Those forces could be used for political 

blackmail and could threaten our vital interests --

unless we and our allies and friends have our own 

tnt/,~,., ~~~,ft.... 
conventional..Aforc~ as a counterbalance. 

Of course, our national S'ecurity rests on more 

Po~..o.r. 
than just military !erggf· It depends partly on 

~,,+y 
. the productive ,.f3~ter of our farms and our factories, 

on an adequate s·upply of natural resources, on an 

economic system which values human freedom over 

centralized control, on the creative ideas of our 

best minds, on the hard work, cohesion, moral strength 
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and determination of our people and on the friendship 

of our neighbors. Our security depends on strong 

bonds with our allies, and. on whether other nations 

seek to live in peace and refrain from trying to 

dominate those around them. 

But wit.aeNt: adequate and capable military forces 

(1..V"~ 

.we 'h'ONld still ~ an essential element of our 

national security. We, like our ancestors, have 

wt4•"'-./.,...... r.iv'c.>..f k.. 
the oblig.ation to ,.proviQ.o fgx:ges equal to the 

challenges of the woTld iR which we live. 

* * * 

Let us review how national security issues have 

changed over the pas.t decade or two. 

The world has grown both more complex and 

~ao.J 
more interdependent.. There is,~~ division among the 
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A 7k i. .. .t u....-. h ... 6 a.z;;{ w.cJA.-~t;.. ... (lu p .... r 
/ There also has been an ominous"w-illiR9"iROSS 

of the Soviet Union to use its mil:i,.tary power ---

to intervene in local conflicts with advisors, with 

I?Uff1f11UI1" . . ~J ~o~'Je.M......_+ 
materiQi, and wifh full logistical support~for 

0 J1u, eon?tt•-t 
mercenaries from iwaeiz satEllite countries, as 

we can observe today in Africa. 
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Communist powers; the old colonial empires have 

fallen, and many.new nations have risen in their place; 

old ideological. labels have lost some of their meaning. 

There have also been changes in the military 

balance among nations. Over the past 20 years the 

military forces of the Sovie.ts have grown substantially 

both in absolute numbers, and in relation to our own. 

This increase in Soviet military power has been 

j), f U &A ~ +. •4' I " ffa..{, ,;._ J 

going on for a long time. A Iince 196:0 Soviet ~ 

military spending has doubled, rising steadily by ~~1!:·../-

~·'·~o.r't S'~ 
three to four percent every year, J~, I«. Dt....c.-rf 1\ 's Ac...f..vt.A.I/'1 

f~Jw.c.-r ~ .~ wt.l..Gr ~~ l't' ~. 

The Soviets, who traditionally were not a 

s.ignificant naval power, now rank number two in the 

world in naval forces. 
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In its b.alanced strategic nuclear fenHHi, C!4fo..b,/, ty 

the United States retains important advantages, but 

we no loREjer dombiaee tne sesiRQ. ever the past 

decade the steady Soviet buildup has achieved 

functional equivalence in strategic forces with the 

United States. 

These changes demand that we maintain adequate 

responses -- diplomatic, economic and miititary. 

As Commander in Chief, I am responsible for 

. 
modernizing,, expanding and.improving our Armed Forces, 

whenever our security requires it. We have recently 

completed a major reassessment of our national 

defense .strategy, and out of this process have come 

some overall principles designed to preserve our 

national security during the years ahead. 
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e will not allow any other nation to 

superiority over with our 

will threatening power 

through a combination of military forces, political 

efforts, and economic programs. 

-- We shall seek the cooperation of the Soviet 

Union and other nations in reducing areas of tension. 

We do not desire to intervene militarily in the 

domestic affairs of other countries or to aggravate 

regional conflicts, and we shall oppose intervention 

by others. 

-- While assu~ing our military capabilities, we 

shall seek security through dependable, verifiable 

arms control agreements where possible. 
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-- We shalJ/use our great economic, technological 

and diplomatic advantages· to defend our interests and 

to promote our values. We are prepared, for instance, 

to cooperate with the Sovie·t Union toward common 

social, scientific, and sconomic goals -- but if 

they fail to demonstrate restraint in missile 

programs and other f.orce levels and in the pr:oj ection 

of Soviet o.r proxy forces into other lands and 

continents, then popular support in the United States 

O..C.IJ""" 

We shall implement ~ policy in three ways: 

-- By maintaining strategic nuclear balance; 
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-- By working closely with our NATO allies to 

strengthen and modernize our defenses in Europe; and 

-- By maintaining and developing forces to 

counter any threats to our allies and our vital 

in.terests in Asia, the Middle East, and other regions 

of the world. 

Let me take up each of these three in turn. 

Our first and most fundamental concern is to 

prevent nuclear war. The horrors of nuclear conflict, 

and our desire to reduce the world's arsenals of 

fearsome nuclear weapons, do not free us from the 

need to analyze the situation objectively, and to 

make sensible choices about our purposes and means. 

Our strategic forces must be -- and must be 

known to be -- a match for the capabi.li ties of the 
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Soviets. They Sev iet;;.s must never be able to use. their 

nuclear forces to threaten, coerce, or blackmail us 

or our friends. 

Our continuing major effort in the SALT talks 

now underway in Geneva are one means toward the goal 

of strategic nuclear stability. We and the Soviets 

already have·reached agreement on s.ome basic points, 

although still others rema.in to be resolved. We are 

not looking for a one-sided advantage, but before 

I sign a SALT agreemen't on behalf of the United 

States, I will make sure that it preserves the 

strategic balance, that we can independently verify 

Soviet compliance, and that we will be at least as 

strong relative to the Soviet Union as we would be 

without an agreement. 
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But in addition to the limits and reductions 

of a SALT II agreement, we must take other steps to 

protect the strategic balance. During the next 

decade, improvements in Soviet missiles can make 

/"\ 
our land-based missile forces increasginly vulnerable 

to a Soviet first strike. Such an attack would amount 

to national suicide for the Soviet Union~ but, 

however remote, it is a threat against which we 

must constantly be on guard. 

We have a superb submarine fleet which is 

relatively invulnerable to attack, and we have 

under construction new Trident submarines and 

missi.les which will give our submarine ballistic-missile 

force even greater range and security. I have ordered 

rapid development and deployment of cruise missiles 
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to reinforce the strategic value of our bombers-

~ We are working. on the M-X intercontinental 

ballistic missile and a Trident II submarine-launched 

ballistic missile to give us more options to respond 

to Soviet strategic deployments. If it becomes 

necessary to guarantee the c-le_ar invulnerability 

of our strategic deterrent, I shall not hesitate 

to take actions for full-scale development and 

deployment of these systems. 

Our strategic de.fense forces are a triad --

land-based missiles, sea-based missiles, and air-breathing 

systems such aJ'bornbers and cru.ise miss.iles·. Through 

the plans I have described, all three legs of the 

triad will be modernized and improved. Each wi.ll 

retain the ability to impose devastating retaliation 

upon an aggressor. 

/ / 
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For thirty years and more we have been committed 

to the defense of Europe -- bound by the knowledge 

that Western Europe's security is vital to our own. 

We continue to cooperate with our NATO allies in a 

strategy of flexible response, combining conventional 

and nuclear forces, so that no aggressor can threaten 

the territory or freedom which,in the past, we have 

fought together to defend. 

For several years we and our allies have been 

trying to negotiate mutual and balanced reductions 

of military forces in Europe with the Soviets and the 

other Warsaw Pact nations, but in the meantime the 

Soviets have continued to increase and to modernize 

their forces beyond a level .necessary for defense. 

In the face of this excessive Soviet buildup, we and 

our NATO allies .have had to take important steps to 
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cope with short-term vulnerabilities and to respond 

a.r--& 
to long-term threats. We ~ significantly 

strengtherr&J u.s. forces stationed in Western Europe, 

and Wit are improving our ability to speed additional 

ground and air reinforcements to the defense of 

Europe in time of crisis. 

Our European allies, who supply the major 

portion of NATO's conventional combat strength, are 

also improving their readiness and reinforcement 

capabilities and their antitank defenses. The 

heads of the NATO governments will be attend~ng a 

summit meeting in the United States in May, where 

we will address a Ult'fe long-term defense program 

which will expand and integrate allied defense plans. 

r ,. 
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'P'Re Un1Led .Slates has h1stor1cal responsibilities 

to enhance peace in East Asia~ the Middle East, 

the Pers.ian Gulf, and in our own hemisphere. Our 

preference in all these areas is to turn first to 

international agreements that reduce the'overall 

level of arms and minimize the threat of conflict. 

But we have the will, and we must also maintain the 

capac± ty, to honor o.ur commitments and to protect 

our interests in these critical area·s·. 
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I I J ~.J. .So GV\.L D""""' ~/). GA J b 'I we. "'re. ·p{b r-e.eo. tea- ' t 
PacificAt~Qre is rgei~recal advaa~a9e 

~ our mutual defense treaties with Aus'tralia, 

New Zealand, Japan and South Korea, and b our 

friendship and cooperation with other Pacific nations. 

Japan and South Korea, closely linked with 

the United States, are located geographically where 

the vital interests of great powers converge. It is 

imperative that Northeast Asia remain stable. We 

will maintain and even enhance our military strength 

in this area, improving our air strength, and 

reducing our ground forces.,as the South Korean army 

contiJmes to modernize and to increase its own 

capabilities. 
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In the Middle East and the region of the 

Indian Ocean, we. seek permanent peace and stability. 

The economic health and well-being of the United 

States., Weste.rn Europe and Japan depend upon 

continued access to oil from the. Persian Gulf. 

. } I h,.6>-J,• D)U.) 

In al.l these J:.Q~ioRo., the primary responsibility 

for preserving peace and military stability rests 

D L ~ re?tOV\. 
with the countries

11
&:RcQilrAed. We shall continue to 

work with our friends and allies to strengthen their 

ability to prevent threats to their interests and ours. 

In addition, however, we will maintain forces of our 

own which could be cal.led upon if necessary to 

,rtui.A-/' 
support the de.fense efforts.~ our f:ri ends and allies. 

~ 

''"P~•I/'"), 
The Secretary of Defense at my direction is cievelepig 

and will maintain quickly-deployable forces -- air, 

land and sea -- to defend our interests throughout the 

world. 
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Arms control agreements are a major goal as 

instruments of our national secur~iy, but 
-th;s 

effoetive 

~ 
~lfts cen4!rel aar~emen.t:s will be possible only if 

we maintain appropriate military force Ievel:s. Reaching 

balanced, verifiable agreements with our adversaries 

can limit the costs of security and reduce the risk 

of war.·. But even then, we mus't -- and we will --

proceed efficiently with whatever arms programs our 

security requires. 

* * * 

When I leave this auditorium I shall be going 

to visit with the crew aboard one of our most modern 

nuclef'a aircraft carriers in the Atlantic Ocean. 

The men and women of our Armed Forces remain 

committed, as able professionals and as patr.iotic 

·.;], 

~T'· 
>; 
~ .. · 
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Americans, to our common defense. They must stand 

constantly ready to fight, in the hope that through 

strength combat will be prevented. We must always 

support them in that vigil. 

A~MC-/ 
This has. beenl'a sober talk, 1- know-. but 

there is no cause for pessimism. We face a challenge, 

and we will do whatever is necessary to meet it. 

We will preserve and protect our country and continue 

'H(IIII'f ..,(,,;, 
to promote andA prQs<er.Te peace around the world. 

This means that we shall have to continue to 

support strong and efficient military forces. 

For most of human history, people have wished 

vainly that freedom -- and the flowering of the 

human spirit which freedom nourishes -- did not 

finally have to depend upon the force. of arms. We, 

1. 
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like our forebears, live in a time when those who 

would destroy liberty are restrained less by their 

A-Tel c 
respect for freedom"s.,. stre:R4t;:b than by their knowledge 

that those who cherish freedom are strong,. 

We are a great nation of talented people. We 

can readily afford the necessary costs of our military 

.~ 
forces, as well as an increased levell\needed to 

prevent any adversary from destabilizing the peace 

of the world. The money we spend on oYr. flfi~ion's 

defense is not wasted, any more than is the cost 

of maintaining a lo.cal police force. to keep the peace. 

This investment purchases our freedom to fulfill fie. 

S'outherners, whose ancestors a hundred years 

ago knew the horrors of a homeland devastated by war, . 
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are particularly determined that war shall ~ ne.ve.r 

come to us again. All Americans understand the 

,4 J. b.J"c" Q: 
basic lesson of history: that we need firmness and 

~t/A.It'c 
-ehe ability to prevent threats and domination by 

others. 

No matter how peaceful and secure and easy the 

circumstances of our lives now seem,, we have no 

guarantee that these blessings will endure. That 

is why we must always maintain the strength which, 

God willing, we shall never need to use. 
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joyce cook--· 

please have letter drafted to wes pippert •... 
reporter wl.th upi/whit.e house correspondent .... 
presidential sig,nature .... thanking him for 
s:e:JnixR§J having. jody giye him a cgpy of t:ke 
pis manuscriE,t .... that he's glanced through it, 
but xe work schedules of last 
coEE_le •\'?_~k~LJ:tas no een able to re.a 
aTl of ·it in detail. ... etc. 

thanks -- susan clough 

(please return all materials to me with 
presidential response) (thanks) 

., ·• .. -

.... 

·' ~ ·. 
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MEMORANDUM 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

CONFIQSU'f!ftL 

March 13, 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT ~ 
ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI~ • FROM: 

SUBJECT: Speech Draft on Defense 

I enclose a streamlined version which_includ!es some, though 
not all, of Harold Brown's suggestions. 

However, since Harold made a very large number of changes, 
many of them stylistic, I felt I had better also attach a 
copy which incorporated all of his s\:lggestions. 

Perhaps you could quickly scan both ver.sions, and then decide 
from which you would prefer to work. 

Personally, I prefer version #1; it is leaner and has fewer 
fol:lr-syllable words • 

.QONP!f>EM'f'IAL 

DEC1.ASSIFIED 
E.O. 12356. SEC l.~b) . 

.. Wtlllli~-GUIDEUNE~,U8.24~1t,Y.; .·, 
bY · _· · ._·. · · NA~:~TE~ 

I 



MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

March 13, 1978 

THE PRESIDENT 

Frank Press TP 
East Coast Sonic Booms and the Concorde 

The Federation of American Scientists (FAS) has concluded that the 
Concorde is responsible for many of the booms heard not only in Nova 
Scotia but also on the US East Coast. More importantly, they have 
hypothesized that extremely long-range transmission of the sonic booms 
from the Concorde can take place as the boom is refracted and travels 
essentially unhindered at very high altitude (100-.200km) before being. 
bent back to earth. For example, booms from Concorde•s acceleration out 
of Paris and London and heading for the US could be heard in the Charleston 
area, which lies on the great circle route for the flight paths to the 
US. The large amount of energy carried by the shock waves, according to 
the theory, could cause la·rge changes in the winds at high altitudes and 
could therefore affect weather patterns. They could also be the source 
of high altitude lights whic~ have been seen in conjunction with the 
booms. The FAS will hold a press conference on Wednesday to announce 
the.i r results. 

The theory is not implausible and if it is upheld it could have 
serious adverse repercussions for the Concorde because the booms would 
have originated from the Concorde when it was hundreds or thousands of 
miles away from the point of impact. I have told Brock Adams of the 
situation, and have arranged for ~im to be briefed by the FAS. 

At my request, the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) had recently 
completed an investigation ofthe East Coast booms. NRL agrees that the 
Concorde was res·ponsi bl e for the Nova Scotia booms, but that the East 
Coast booms were probably caused by high performance military aircraft 
operating supersonically in military operating areas off the East Coast. 
NRL judged that the sonic booms were enhanced by a combination of 
aircraft acceleration, turns, and weather which was especially favorable 
to long.-range propagation of the booms. 

NRL ruled out the theory that the sonic booms were caused by high 
altitude ignition of methane which had seeped from the earth, as a 
precursor to a major East Coast earthquake • 

.G9NF!DENTIAL GDS ~ ~ v{9l> 
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MEMORANDUM 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

March 10, 1978 

THE PRESIDENT 

ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI 7§. , 
Defense. Speech 

Here is the initial draft of the defense speech. I am sending 
also a copy to Harold Brown for his comments. Your guidance 
is needed for the final re:vision. 
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DEFENSE SPEECH - 1st Draft revised by D. Aaron - 3/10/78 

One-hundred and ninety-eight years ago, in the southern 

portion of your state, four-hundred militiamen from North 

Carolina took up arms in our war of independence. 

Against a force of thirteen-hundred British soldiers,·. 

the North Carolina militia prevailed -- and the battle of 

Ramseur's Mill became a major turning point on the road to·.· 

victory at Yorktown one year later. 

Your ancestors in North Carolina, mine in Georgia,· 

and their neighbors throughout the thirteen colonies 

earned our fre·edom in combat. That is a sacrifice we have 

made time and again in our nation's history, becaitse we 

know that strength is the final pro.tector of liberty. 

This is a commitment, and a sacrifice, that I under-

stand well, for the tradition of military service runs deep 

in my family. My firs-t ancestor to live in Georgia, James 

Carter, fought in the Revolutionary War. ·My father served 

. as a First Lieutenant in the Army during World War One, 

and my son volunteered to serve in Vietnam. I have spent 

eleven years o.f my life as a member of the Navy. 

Down through the generations, our nation's purpose· 

has been the same: to defend oar values, and to reduce the 

chances that we will have to fight again. The reason tha.t 
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John Kennedy stated seventeen years ago still guides our 

actions: "The purpose of our arms," he said, "is not war 

but peace -- to be sure that we will never have to use them." 

That purpose has remained firm., but we have 

maintained our strength best when we have shown our willing

ness to adapt -- when we have prepared for the tests of the 

future, rather than re-fighting the wars of the past. 

Now our ability to adapt is once more put to the 

test. "National security" means something different than it 

did in the years when I wore a unifom -- and even than it 

did ten years ag.o, when my son fought in Vietnam. 

-- Our world is more complex now, and the threats 

to security more numerous and intertwined. Our security 

rests on the energy and resources we import from abroad, on 

the stabili.ty of our trade, on the safety of our environment, 

and above all on the moral and economic health of our people. 

Our m'ln security depends more than ever before on the kind 

of world we shape _....; for we are far safer in a world of harmony 

and fulfillment than in a world of oppression, inequality, 

and want. With division in the Communist world, with the 

end of colonail empires and the rise of new states, old 

ideological labels have lost much of their meaning -- and 

historic visions of independence, equality, and human liberty 

have taken on new force. 
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In thi.s changed world, military force is not sufficient· 

to pcrotect our national .security -- but without an adequate 

military, we can have no security at all. The, very complexity 

and tl.irblence in the world create·s temptations to use force -

tempta·tions which too ·often are not resisted. 

In the last decade, Sovie·t military forces have. -

grown -- both in. absolute numbers, and in relation to our own. 

There is also an ominous increase in the willingnes:s of the 

Soviet Union to use its military .power -- to intervene in local 

conflicts with advisors, I1lateriel,. and full logistical support 

for Cuban mercenaries. 

Soviet military spending has· risen .steadi.ly by three to 

four percent a year. During much of the past decade, our real 

military spendi,ng declined; as a percentage of GNP, it is now 

. lower than at any time since 1950 ~ In str.ategic forces, _the 

H. S. retains import•ant advantages .but in the last decade the 

~Soviet buildup p:r.oceeded to the point that it ha·s achieved 

functional equivalence in strategic forces with the United 

States,. They greatly s•trengthened both their conventional and. 

· nucl.ear c·apabili ties in central Europe.. They added .a million . 

men· to their armed forces, ·increased their strength in Eui-ope, 

and .sent more divisions to frontier with China. 

They improved their navy and ·expanded its deployment, 

so that they are now more able to proj·ect their own. military 

power -:-- and that of their satellites -- into ne~ part·S of the 
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world. Tb,ese changes pose new threats to our security and 

demand that we develop new responses. 

And in the last decade_,. we have changed. We are 

confident, at peace with ourselves, qllietly se1f-assured. 

We no longer rise to a provocation simply because it is 

offered -- but we understand that there are ce:rtain challenges 

in which our deepest values are at stake. We have been 

tempered and natured by the hardships of the ll.ast f:i!ft.een 

years _..;.. arid we can see now their real meaning. The·ir lesson 

.i.s not that we should deny the need for military powe:r, but that 

we· mllst use it judiciously, effectively, and in a manne:r 

consistent with our most bas·ic values. 

As Commander-in-Chief, I am re:sponsible for modernizing, 

expanding and improving our forces, whenever our security 

requires .Lt,. Shortly after taking office, ! ordered a major 

re.-as'sessment of whe-re we stood in t·he woirld in relation to 

the Soviets, and . wha·t. changes were required in our national 

strategy. I consulted ·extensively with the civilian and 

military defense leaders and with our allies. Out o-f this. 

process has come broad strateg.ic principles des·igned to 

insure our national security over the long haul. 

We will not allow any other country to gain military 

superiority. Together with our allies and friends, we will 

counterbalance Soviet power through a combination of military 

forces,. politic.al efforts, and economic programs. 
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We will seek Soviet cooperation in red:ucing areas of 

tens·ion. We will not intervene militarily in tne donte.stic 

. affairs of other countries,or aggravate regional conflicts, and 

we will oppose interventions by other powers in such conflicts. 

We shall seek security through dependable, verifiable 

arms agreements where possible -- and thr,ough military capabilities 

where necessary. 

We shall use our great economic, technolog.ical, and 

diplomatic advantages to defend our interes-ts and to promote 

our values. We are prepared to cooperate with the ~Soviel Union 

wherever possible, toward common social, scientific, and 

economic goals. · But the extent of our cooperation will depend 

upon their demonstration of restraint, not only in building 

misf?iles but als.e in prqjecting their forces into other 'lands. 

arid continents. 

Our military po:ticy in .support of -this strategy is t.e· 

increase our .conventional strength and. mobility while rnain.taining· 

the. nuclear balance. So even as we search for agreement oh arms 

· s:on·troi, we must modernize our strategi.c forc~s., ·and. revi tal.ize 

ou;r-,conventional forces. rn·short, we are determined to counter 

the challeng.e of Soviet military expansion. 

This will require an· increase in our defense efforts. 

In light of the·growth in Soviet power., our.own spending will 

have to rise for as long as is necessary. 
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We will implement our military policy in three ways: 

by ma·intaining strategic parity; 

by strengthening our de-fenses in Europe; 

by developing forces to counter the, new_threats 

to our allies and vi tal interests in other reg,ions. 

·Our firs.t and mos:t fundamental concern is to prevent 

nuclear war. The horrors of nuclear war, and our desire to 

_reduce the world's arsenals of these fearsome weapons, do not 

free us from the need for clear-eyed analysis, and for sensible 

choices ·-about our objecti ve.s· and means. 
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Our strateg.ic forces must be -- and must be known 

to be -- a match for the capabilities of the Soviets. 

The Soviets must not be able to use their nuclear forces 

to threaten, coerce, or blackmail us or our allies and 

friends. 

The SALT talks are one means to this goal, and we have 

already reached agreement on several basic points, although 

still others remain to be resolved. 

Before we sign a treaty, we will be sure that it 

preserves the strategic balance, that we can independently 

monitor Soviet compliance, and
1

that we will be as strong or 

stronger in relation to the Soviet Union as we would be 

without a treaty. 

But even with a SALT agreement, we must take other 

steps to protect the strateg.ic balance. During the next 

decade, improvements in Soviet missiles will make our land

based missile force increasingly vulnerable to a Soviet 

first-strike. Such an attack would amount to national suicide 

for the Soviet Union, but it is a possibility which, however 

remote, we must guard .against. We are now working on new 

missiles -- the MX ICBM and Trident II submarine launched 

ballistic missile-- which give us.options to respond to Soviet 

strategic deployments. If necessary, I will not hesitate to 
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order full -scale development of these systems to· guarantee -

integrity of our strateg.ic deterrent. 

We have under cons,f.ruc-tion new Trident su:bmarines. 

which will -g.ive our ballistic missile submarine force greater 

range- and security. I have ordered rapid development of cruise 

missl._le_s', to diversify_ and extend the capa-bilities o:f our B.-52 : __ : __ .:. :...: 

--bomber force. _ .Through these means, we can insure that_ all _ th;ree 

leg-s of our Triad -- iand-based missiles, sea-based mi.ssiles; 

and bombers -- will be m6d.;ernized ''and improved, and that each 

wil.!l retain the a-bility to impo.s.e devastating retaliation upon 

-any aggressor. 

Bonds -of kinship, culture., trade, and shared political 

values _link our nation to Europe. For thirty years and more, 

we have _also been lin:ked by the knowledge- that Western Europe' s 

security iS vi tal to ou-r own. The second objective of our 

defense s.trategy remains- what it ha-s ~been: to cooperate with 

our NATO allies in a strategy of flexible response, combining 

conventional and nuclear forces, so that no aggres-sor can threaten 

the territory or freedom we have_ fought to protect i'n the past. 

The Western~.aillies have the resources to deter 

aggression -:-- there must be no doubt that we alsq posses-s the will~ 

In the last decade, -the Soviet Union has steadily increc;tsed 

its ability to wag.e nuclear war in Eu~ope. More disturbingly, 

both the quantity a:pd the quality' of Soviet conventional 
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armaments aimed at Western Europe have also risen dramatically. 

We would prefer to negotiate mutual and balanced force 

reductions, but progress in these talks has been slow. In 

the face of the continuing Soviet buildup, ~1e have agreed 

with our allies on a number of important steps to cope with 

short-term vulnerabilities and respond to long-term threats. 

We have s-ignificantly strengthened u.s. forces now in Western 

Europe, to sustain our policy of forward de-fense. We are 

improving our ability to speed larger numbers of ground and 

air reinforcements to Europe in time of crisis. Our European 

allies, who supply the major portion of NATO's conventional 

combat strength, have already begun to improve their readiness 

and reinforcement capabilities. The Long-term Defense 

Program, which will be detailed at the NATO Summit in Washington 

next May, 
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will expand and integrate allied defense plans in ten key 

areas. 

Our security concerns reach beyond Europe. In 

this decade, for the first time, Soviet ml.litarypower is 

being, proj.ected far beyond the borders o:f the Soviet bloc 

into other regions. As events in Africa are demonstrating, 

Soviet involvement abroad is increasingly military in 

nature, a development that we cannot view as benign. The 

third element of our strategy must be to counter the pro

jection of Soviet power wherever it threatens our vital 

interests and our allies. To do this, we must maintain 

forces that can be readily deployed whenever they are needed. 

The United States has major interests and responsi

bilities in East Asia, the Middle East, and the Persian Gulf. 

Our preference in all these areas is to turn first to inter

national agreements that reduce the level of arms and improve 

the prospects ·for peace. 

But we must also have the capacity, and the will, 

to maintain our commitments and protect our interests in 

these critical areas. 

Japan and South Korea, both of them closely linked 

to the United States, are located where the vital interests 

of four great powers converge. We will remain a major·power 

in the Pacific. We will ensure that Northeast Asia remains 

stable. As the South Korean army increases its capabilities 
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and continues its modernization, that goal can be achieved 
' . 

with redaced tJ • .S. ground forces in S'outh Korea. I have 

therefore ordered the .phased wi thdrawid o.f the 2n<ii Division 

from :Korea. Except for this change, u.s. force depJio~ent 

in this area will remain stable, and the capabilities of 

our· air and naval fo~ces are being strengthened~. 

In the Middle East., we seek peace and security .f·or 

all states. ·Our sec;:uri ty also requires continued! access to 

Middle Eastern oil. The wealth and the wellbeing of the 

United S·tates, ·Europe, Japan, and many O·ther countries depend 

upon continued access to oil from the Peir·sian Gulf. We will 

take whatever mea·sur·es may be. neces!sary to secure. that access 

against intervention by hostile outside powers. 

The pr imaty respons·ibili ty for maintaining . the 

stability o·f each region :r;ests with the powers there. We 

will continue to work with_ o.ur friends and allies to strengthen 

their-ability to prevent attacks which would threaten ·thei:~; 

intere·sts and ours. In addition, however,· we must also be 

prepared· to support with our own forces the defense .e.fforts 

of our friends and aliies.. I have direct:ed the Secretary of 
. . 

Def.ense to develop· readily deployable· forces air, land and 

sea -- to defend our vital in.terests in East Asia; the M1iddle 

East, and the Persian Gulf particula·rly against the riew 

threats posed by Soviet military power,. 

Arms control· agreemen.ts can complement JI\ilitary 

forces as instrumen-ts of national security. .In fact, effective.~ 

arms control agreements will only be possible if we maintain 
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appropriate military force levels. When we can reach 

balanced, verifiable agreements with our adversaries, they 

may limit the costs of security and reduce the risk of war. 

But when we cannot agree, we must -- and we will -- rely on 

efficient arms programs to meet our needs. 

Money spent on these programs is not wasted.. It 

purchases our freedom to fulfill our other goals. 

All of us here surely wish that were not so. We 

wish that freedom -- and the flowering of the human spirit 

which .freedom nourishes -- did not finally depend upon the 

force of arms. 

But for most of human history it has, and there is 

no doubt that it does today. Sadly, wastefully, but for 

the present inescapably, we live in a time when those who 

would destroy human values are restrained less by the knowledge 

of strength of these values than by the knowledge that those 

who cherish these values are strong. 

I want to be realistic, not pessimistic. Americans 

stand for a set of ba-sic values that we know will ultimately 

prevail. We are a confident nation, and with good reason: 

our economy is the world's most powerful, our institutions 

are sound, there is a new sense of vitality.among our people. 

But the world we live in is not so safe that we can 

afford to neglect the possibility of danger through the 

miscalculations of others~ Even to describe modern weaponry, 

as I have done today, brings us face to face with mankind's 

potential for destruction; but we must come to terms with this 
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dark side of human nature and harness it unflinchingly for 

beneficial ends. We have a duty to stand guard against any 

threat to our existence as a nation. 

To be naive about this duty, or indifferent toward 

it, is to increase the risk of a miscalculation. And those 

of us who are Southerners understand, perhaps more vividly 

than our countrymen, what this would mean. For we have tasted 

defeat, and we have seen the devastation that war brings. 

My great grandparents saw the cities of George reduced to 

ashes; your ancestors from North Caroline suffered a fourth 

of the Confederacy's casulaties. Fromthe burden of the South's 

difficult and tortured history we can extract lessons that offer 

wisdom to our nation. The things we know from our heritage 

are those that our countrymen sense by intuition. No matter 

how peaceful end secure and far from hard the circumstances 

of our livesmay seem, we have no guarantee they will endure. 

That is why we must always maintain the strength which, God 

willing, we will never need to use. 

# # # # # #· # 
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DISPATCHED THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON. 0. C. 20301 

8 MAR In 10 0 2 
OFF SECY OF DEFENSE 

MEMORANDUM FOR DR. ZBIGNIEW BRZ-EZINSKI 

SUBJECT: Defens-e Policy Speech 

MAR 8 1978 . 

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on t·he outline 
of the defense policy s·pe.ech which the President plans to 
deliver on March 1.7. 

At Tab A I enclose some pen.comments of my own. At 
Tab B are comments pre-pared by some of the DoD staff; I am 
in general agreement with them. Added tho·1;1ghts are under
lined. The comments attempt in part to giire the outline a 
more positive opening, by rephrasing some of the negative 
references. · · 

The major need of the outline, as I see it, is one o.f 
focus. The address should convey a firm and unapologetic 
commitment to an adequate defense. It cannot cover every 
aspect of the national security with equal emphasis . . 

Therefore l think it should center on a few major 
items, viz.: the Defense budge-t is necessary both for the · 
survival of our nation and for protecting our political 
interests in the world; only a small proportion is devoted 
to strategic force-s; nevertheless., those strategic forces 
must be kept adequate, and the fact that if the force-s 
survive and penetrate we and the Soviets could inflict great 
losses on each other does not do away with that need; our 
conventional forces must be modernized; and, very importantly, 
the Soviets have been building up their forces steadily for 
fifteen to twenty years, while our real defense spending 
except for the period of the Vietnam War, has steadily 
.drop.ped and is ~ower than at .any time since. 1.950.. Thus, 
even at a time when we are determined to pursue equitable 
and verifiabl-e arms control agreements, strategic and. conven
tional, we must: (1) modernize our strategic forces, and 
(2) revitalize our conventional forces. Arms control and a 
strong defense are totally compatible. 

The President should acknowledge our major conventional 
forces effort in central Europe since this is where the 
greatest threat exists, and where the Soviet buildup is mo.st 
obvious. At the same time, the speech must emphasize our 
firm commitment in Asia and other parts of the world. 
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The President should make clear that money spent on 
defense of the nation is not wasted; that it is not of 
lesser priority than other spending; and that there is not 
going to be any reordering of spending priorities which 
would shrink the Defense budget further. Defense expendi
tures sufficient to our needs in. a changing world have as 
high a priority as anything. National security depends on 
more than military forces;. thus, we must not build an 
excessive military force, nor spend wastefully on what we do 
build. However, I do not believe we are anywhere near the 
point where defens·e sp.ending is so enormous as to threaten 
the overall strength of the nation. At the same time, there 
is no need for panic. The budget the President has proposed 
is a carefully measured program which, year by year, will 
respond to the threat in a balanced and adequa:te.manner. 

_I hope you find the foregoing useful and would appreciate 
an opportunity to comment on subsequent drafts. 
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· One·.;.;;.hundred and h±neity-:-eig.ht year,s ,ago,_ i:n the. southern 
., u· 

· porti6n·~£ your. state, ; ·~6u~.,.;h~nc;ir~d mili't:Lak~n·":from ·North 
• ' I ·,, • .t • ' • • 

-Against ·a-_ force~· of thit-teen~huridred · Br.i.ti.sh . sdldi~rs, .·· .. 
' -~· -~ 

, t;he. North. Caroliha·<mi:Il tici:._-p!l;'evail~d :~-~ a):ld' .th~ -b~ttle·: o~ ~-~-. ·. 
~- {_ . 

Rarnsour Is .Mill ·.-became_.--~-- maJor. step on. tlile. ro~d to v'i.ctory at 
__ J: 

Yorktown · ope · ye~r _later_ .. . ·. :-: :.· 

- . "; ·., .. 

-~ ~. . . -
. . . ~~ 

Your. ancestors in North. Ca.roiina, mine·· in -•Georgia~ 
;. . . . . 

'· ' 

· and ag,ain: _in our n·a:tion.~ s ·tfi;.story', because .w_e know,' ·that' -~:t'f.ength .: · 
.. . - ·.·~·-·- . -~~ .;: 

i's·::·the· final: -.Protec-tor'" of:. liberty .. · 
.. .- ' . - . 

·.' . / '_; __ .· 

· T}1is ·is· a. commitment,· -·a·~d a· sacFifice '· t-ha_·t ~ .under~- · 
• • •' • •.. • ,·,'. ' • . • $.~ ' • I. • . ' . '.\ .2:- ; .·~' ' . ; :' . -~ • I • '~ • • I ~ • 

stanq .we-11' for.·.th~c;,:f;ragi~ion. 9.f nii'.l:i;.tary s_ervice:· runs' deep·::in 
'. : ·.! ' . - . . . ':-::~ . -. -.- ... ~; • -· . . . . \ . 

my· family. ·_ ··My-'fit.s.t ··_anriestq_r tq· ii~e;, in···Georgia_~· .James (:iirter1 

fou~ht i~ the. ~evolu-~i,~n~ry.· w~r.: ,',_My: fabh~~'_.ser.ved:· ._ ~s· 'a First 

L:ie,tttehan;t iFJ. :th(3_ Army. d~1d.:h'g ·wori_d ~·war- o~e, ahd. my. soR' ·volun-:< · 
·. ·. ; __ 

teered to serve in yi~tnarn.- .J: -li~ve spen·t eleven ·years. of_ my 
.· ; --.. ,· . . ...... ~ 

r.educe 'the ,cnan,ce·s_ tha·t we w.ii_ll; ~:•&ave tp fight .. again. The 

tJ:tought: that John· K~n·ri~d~-: stated :,seventeep years q.go ··still 
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-:- .. 
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guides our actions: "The purpose of our arms," he. said, "is 

not war but peace -- to be sure that we will never have to 

use them." 

That purpose. is unchanged. But the world has been 

changing, and our responses must chang.e with it. 

This morning I would like to talk to you about our 

national security -- where we stand, what changes have taken 

place, and what we are going to do. 

"National security" means something different than it 

did in the years when I wore a uniform -- and even than it did 
~~~-

ten years ago, when my son :l?eug lTt 4.fl Vietnam. 

Our world is more complex now, and the threats to 

security more numerous and intertwined. Our security rests on 

the energy and resources we impo:r;-t from abroad, on the stability 

of our trade, on the safety of our environment, and above all on 

the moral and economic health of ol!lr people. 

With division in the Communist world, with the end of 

colonial empires and the rise of new states, old ideological 

labels have lost much of their meaning -- and historic visions 

of independence, equality, and human liberty have taken on new 

force. 

Now, American security depends more than ever before. on 

the kind of world we. shape -- for we are far safer in a world of 

harmony and fulfillment than in a world of oppre·ssion, inequality, 

and want. 
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In this changed world, military force is not suffi-

cient to protect our national security -- but without an adequate 

military, we can have no security at all. The very complexity 

and turbulence in the world creates temptations to use armed 

might. When nations succumb to this, the interests of the 

United States and the fate of the world is put at risk. 

In the last decade, the military power of our principal 

rival, the Soviet Union, ha.s grown -- both in absolute numbers, 

and in re.lation to our own. Soviet military spending has risen 

steadily by three to four .percent a year. There is also an 

ominous increase inthe willingness of the Soviet Union to use 

its military power -- to intervene in local conflicts with 

advisors, ma:te.riel, and full logistical support for Cuban 

mercenaries as they are doing today in Africa. The•,Soviet ~.Union 

strengthened both their conventional and nuclear capabilities 

in central Europe. Since 1965 they have added almost a million 

men to their armed forces, increased their strength in Europe, 

and sent more divisions to~ontier with China. 

The·. Soviets· na:yer>iJnpr0ved:rthe1'r na"Vy :Cand~')expa::fided :'J.itsndeploy

ment, so that they are now rriore able to project their own military 

power and that of their satellites -- into new parts of the 

world. These changes pose new threats·: to our security and demand 

that we develop new responses. 

But in America during much of the past decade., real 

military spending declined~ as a part of our real GNP it is now 
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lower than at any time since 1950·. Our· a·rmy is si[l.aller than 

ariy time since before the Korean .War. Our navy is smaller than 

it was in 1.938 .• 

In strategJc forces, the U.S. retains· important 

advantages bti>t in the la<st decade the steady Soviet buildup 

.. proc~eded to the·· point that it has -achieved e,ssential equivalence 

in stra:tegic forces with the United States·. 

Ourattitudes have changed. We are conf,ident, at peace 

with. ourselves, quietly·· self--assured. We no longe-r rise to 

a provocation -sl.mply because it is offer.ed. But we understand 

tha.t there. are chaLlenges in which our de~pest val~'ues and· global_ 

relationships are at stake~ We have be.en tempered by the hard-· 

ships o-f the. la-st fifteen years: and we can see now their real-

m~aning·. Their les:s6n is ribt that we shoul·d deny the need for 

mil-itary power, but that we mu:s.t use it judiciously,. effectively, 

and ih a. mariner consistent with our most basic values. 

As Commander-in Chief, I am determined to meet the new 

challeng-es to.our security, and modernize,_expand, and ,improve 

our forces, whenever our security requires it .. 

I 

'! 
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. ·shorti;y >after taki:r:lg . office., I ordered· a maj,or: .re- . 

.asses:sment of where :.r'e stobd in:·the world, partfcular·ly in 

· reiatiph ·to· the· Sovie,ts ~- and;. wJ:iat ·changes ·'were. reciliired in 
-t .. ·. 

-our national·. str.at~g,y~ arid inilitary · ef-f'orts·~~' 
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:~ extensively with tl)·e· civil-~c:m and military. leaders of the· 
.. . . · 

· defense. establishment and' w:Lth our· allies. · . .ou·t of this'.· -. 
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process. ha·S COJ;ll.e~ a broad strat~gy des·.:igned to fnsure e our. 
. . - . . . . . 
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iit is based.con .. bi1'~·se ·gu:ldi-ng-_principles: 

.--·. We will n9t all·ow; a:ny ·:qther coul1try .to gai~ m~lita~;--1·. 
:superiority. TOge.ther wi.bh our al:lie·s and _friends, ·we . will . .• . J,. 
count~rb·.iianc~-·soviet power· through. a. c~mbin~:tion, of m.i:litary 

, , • , , • •: · .• :I 

fO'rces·, political efforts, . and economi·c -pr-ograms 0 

·we wiil, seek Soviet ·coopera.tion ·.in. reducing ;:ireas . 

. of t:ension. ·. We ·will .not inte~vene mi.lit'arl;ly i~ th~ domestic 
•••• ,. • • f • 

. <' 

. . . 

arms agreem_entrs whe:te ·.possible and thJ:"ough military 

capa:bili ties wher~ neces:siu:-y.~-

. . . . ' 

dipiomatic advant~ges: to ·defend, .our interests and to promote 

our values. we, are ·,prepar:e·d to cooper'ate with the Sovie.t 

·Union ... ~here~_er. possible, toward common social, .scientific, 



. . ... 

. · .. "::" 

. , ... 

·. andi economic goals~- Bu_t ·our- cooperation. ·'W:il·I dep_end. 

upon their demonst~ation cif. r~~·t_r~i~t;' .~9t'' only .in building 
,,.! 

·. missiles btit also i:n. prq]:ec:ting .. their'~ own or proxy forces into 

other lands and continents~. 
I-':. • 

Our military .policy is one: o:J:_,increasing our''conve~;tional 

strength and :mobility--while ma.int~:lining' the nuclear 'bala:nc~~ 
. .- . . ·- . 

Even a<s we s~arch for agreement ori arms contiroll,:,. we must . 

·modernize our s:trategic-. forces, ~-and rev.it~liz~ our conven:-
-... 

tidnal forces, so \hat both aie·-.equal' to- the. deineth'ds :'placed .. · 

on them. In short, it is our.task to cO.tinter the chall,.enge 
.I.e, 

of Soviet military expansion.·_ 

Thi:s. ·will req.uir.e an .increas·e in our defens·e· l:mdget. 

In light of :the growth in Soviet -powe-r, our, own ~pendi,ng 

will have· to ris_e for a·s. long as .i$ necessary. 

We will implement our strategy in three w:ays: 
-·:. 

by maintaining s.tra:tegic parity.; 
~ 

by strengt·henin~·_mlr defenses· in ·-Europe~ 

by deve.loping forces to :c8un:t_er ·the' new ·threats to 

our· a.::t:iies· ·and v:ital intere_sts in other ~regions~ 

Our f.irst . ~rid~ most\fiund.amental . concern. i-s. to prevent·. 

nuclear war. 
·, ~ •I 

The hor·rors> O·f nt.iclear War,. and our desire 
. . . . . 

to ·redu·ce t;he· wo_rld.-s 'arsen-~ls of -the~e fearsome weapons,. 

do no{ free 'UEI .. from..the· need .for. ctear-eyed ·analysis; and 

for sens:i.~l~ ·.choices a-bqut our objectives and means. 

t 1 

'.. . ~ 

,·:. 

-., 
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Our strateg,ic forces must be --:- -.and mu~t be kno"?n 

to be -- a ma(tch for the. capabilities of the_ s:oviets. 

The S()yiets must not- be, ab.l.e to use the:ir- nuclear forces 

to threa.ten, coerce,· or ·blackmai.l us or our allies and 

friends. 

The SALT talks are one means- to this goaL, and we have 

already reached agr·eement on s_ev'eral ba'sic points' although 

-s,tili others remain to_· be resolved. You can re-~t assured

that before !·sign a treaty on behalf-of-theUnited st:at~~' 
. . - . '• 

I wil·l be sure that it preserves -the strategic balance, 

that we C'an independently monitor Soviet compliance, ancF- that 

we--will be as ·strong dr stronger in relation to the sov'i"et 

Union aS ~e wou'ld he with?Ut a treaty. 
··..:-

Bu,t even with a SALT -_agreement., we -must t.ike other 

steps _to protect .t:he strateg fc . ba'lance. During the·. n¢-~t -

decade, improvements in _soviet· missiles will, :make our iand:..:· 

based missile .. f.orce :i:-ncrea-sirlgly vulnerable to--~ Sovie-t 

first-strike. S:tich _an at·t~c:::k would amount.'· to natio:t;~:al suicide· 

-for the Soviet-Union, but it_is a·,poss:iibility whicht··however· 

remote; we must g.u'ar:d against. · 

We have under construction'-new Trident submarines-

which will g.ive our ballistic: missile Silibmarine fo!ce· 9:reater 

range ·and secur-ity. I have orcife:red ~apid development of 
-. 

- _cruise missiles·, to div~rsify and extend the c·apabilities 

of our bomber-forces . 

;-
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· .: We. ·are now w(?rking oh .new: :ini·s·siles --.the MX ICBM 

and ·.'i'~ident II submarine ·launched ballistic missile __ :_which 

. ·g . .ilve ,u:s options to res.pond to Sov.iet ·strategic ·deployments .. 
' .. ' 

If. ne•c~ss-al:y, . 1' w-±Ji .not h~s:itate to order full scale 

. development of these sys•tems. to guara-ntee . inte~r ity of ou:r 
-~ 

. strategic deterrent. 

Thr.o~gh these -meaps, we can insure that our T.riad of 

. strategic ·forces ~- land-based' missiles, sea-:based missil.es, 

and bombers . -'- each . wifl be mode~nized . and ·,imp~oved. . Each 

will retain· the ahility to' impose de:vasta·ting reta·l.iation . 

upon any aggressor. 

Europe.is also a'princi:pal focus of our strategy~ Bonds 
~~-

. . 

of kinship, culture, trade,·. ang: shared politica~ values link 
. . . ·. 

ou;r na•t;.:ibn tc) .. Europe·. · Fo~ thirty ye:al:-s and more, we :have a1~6 
. . -~ . 

. been linked by the knowledg.e. tha,t .West~rn Europe's security 
• ,-1 • . 

. . 
is· vite:t-~ to our own." Our defens.e s.trategy in _:~:urope remains 

o.;! 

what it has been':. 

strateg,y of flexible . response, coinbinirig.· convemt;onal and 

nucl.ear ·forces, so that no aggr~e;sor can t}1reaten the··· 
. . . 

territory ·or' freedom we have fought to protec:t: ... in .the past.~ .. 

' c· 

I ... ·, 

The 'western allies have :the resourc{es ·_·-yo de-t'er · agg,res.siort· -'-. :. . . . . . . . 

there ·mus:t be no doubt: that we also· 'pos:se's.s tlte ~ill:; •• 

In the. las-t decade, .the soviet Union ha's steadily increa•sed . . , . . 
. · .• ~ . . . 

i.ts ability to wage.nuclear war iri Eurdpe .. Mer~ distu~h.iJ1gly, 

both;. the _quant·ity ~nd . the quaii ty of Sovi.et c.onverit.ionai.' 

. i 
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armaments aimed at Western Europe have also risen dramatically. 

They have more divisions than a decade ago. These divisions 

have more.tanks, troops and artillery. 

We wouid prefer. to negotiate mutual and balanced force 

reduetions in central Europe·, bu;t progress in these talks has 

been slow. In the face of the continuing Soviet bui.ldup, we 

have agreed with our allies on_a number of important. steps to 

cope with short-ter·m v·ulherabilities and respond to long-term 

threats. 

We have significantly strengthened u.s. forces now 

in Western Europe, to sustain our policy of forward defense~ We 

are improving, our ability to speed ··larger numbers o;f ground an(;l 

air reinforcements to Europe in time of cris·is. Our European 

allies, who supply the major portion of N.ATO' s conventional 

combat strength, .have already begun to improve their readiness 

and reinforcement · capabilities. The . Long-term Defense Program, . 

. which will be de,tailed at the NATO Summit in Washington next May, 

will expand and integrate allied defense plans .. 
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Our s·ecuri ty concerns reach beyond Eul::'op.e. In this 

decade, for the firs·t- t.ime; :Soviet military power is 

being projected far· bey-ond the. borders ·of the Soviet bloc 

into. other regions. As:events in Africa are demonstrating, 

Soviet iz:1volvement abroad is~ increasingly mili.tary in 

nature I· a developmept that. we cannot view as benign. The 

-· th;i}:'d element o:f-'ou:r s.trate9y must be to counter the pro

jection of Sbvi_et po~~-r wherev.er it threatens our vi t·al 

. in•te-rest·s and our allies. To do this I we must maintain -
. .. ". . -

force~· that can be ·readily. :_deployed whenever ·they are "·neEkded. 
. ' . . ··. . - . '.• - / ' . . 

The United ·Sta.tes hC1S ·major ~~terest~ and :responsi

bilities iri.. East Asia·, the .. Middle· East~- and the P¢rsi-an Gulf I 

as. weli as in our O'lflri h~mispher.e •. - Our .pr,eference' in ali· 

these areas is t.'o. tti-rn f'irst to.- internat:iona1 agreemel}ts _ 
t' .. 

· that· reduce the level ;of;- arms:. ana· i~pr~ve th~ .·J?ros:pects :for 

-p·eace~ -

But_ we ·mus·t_ also have -the capacity, and the.~ will, to 
maintain OU'r CO~i trnents and· p~otect our in,terests in these 

'Critical areas. · 

Japan and South Korea, '])oth of them:. closely . lin:K:ed. to -

the United. States 1 ·a-re. l·ocate'd· where the vi tal. interests of 

foar g-reat . powe'rs. cbnverg,e:. There sl;lou'id :0~ no doubt tha,t 
' ' 

we .will:· -remain a major ·power in the Pacific. ·We will ensure 

that N9rtheas·t -Asia remains stable. -- As the South Korean 
. -.· . . 

_army cciri. tinues. · to incre·ase .1. ts capabi 1 ities and to modernize , 

.,_. 
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. that . goal .. can. be achieved with~ 'reduced' u'. s .. ground . forces 

.in So.uth Ko:rea. I have the~~fore· ordered the:. phased· withdrawal· 
' . . . '~. - -' \ ' . . ~ . . ' . . . .' 

. . . . . 

.. of the 2nd Div.ision from Korea~ ·Except" for this chang.e, 

· 1U. S •. force depl:oyltlent .. in this a:rea. wili remain -st~ble:. and 

. t.J)e.: capabi'l!'ities of our· .. air and. nav:al forces a:r<e. ·being 

' · · stre:rtg:thened.~ 

In the: ~id:dl-e East .and· the region ·of the Indian ·Ocean, 

w:e seek;:peac~·,- and security f.or all: states. Ol.!l:r economic 

· ,security ··and the_ w~llb~in~i .of. -the United 81;-Cites, -we:;;te.:rn· 

Europe 1 Japan 1 and many_. ·ot_h~r ca'untr ies depen1d UJ?OI'l. conti?ued 

. ,.-;, 

' -.•-

we ·w:i·li'Ina~ntain ·a cap~b~li ty . 
'.·' .·. . . 

.. -:--.'-~ . 

. oto. k:eep -that access s·ecure · Cigairtst intervention ·by:-·hostile 

~- . 
,, . : 

· - The prima~y -responsibi:Iity for maint.:il:ning the sta__bill. ty 
.!;:_·--·_.:;-

. of each ·region rests with. the countrie·s there~· We will:· 
.... 

continue to work with· our f:r;iends and cfll.i,es to: strengthen 

. their ability· tb ·:.prev~ri-t .. a-ttacks w~ich would- th;reaten._ the-ir 
. . 

. interests. and ours~ In add,;i. tion_, however, . we• ·must· also· be . 
. I : . 

prepa:r;ed to- s-upport wit~ our own forces:. the defense· efforts 
. . .. , .-.· 

· o~ our ·fr,ierids a:rid allies. l.· have :directed the Secretary o-f 

.. Defense to devel,;op ·readi~y·deployable ·forces air, la:nd and 

.sea -- . to defend.".our'. yital interests in East :Asia, the Middle 

East, and. the Pei.-sian Gulf' a<iairi~:t.·. t,he new~ threats ~osed by 

Soviet .. milita·:rY power. · · · 

A:t;ms · controL agreemeri ts cari .compleit1ent military forces 

as instruments.· :o:f' national _security:~ In. f~ct.,. effective. arms 

:contro,l. agr.eements. w:Lll ·only· b_e. possi:ble if ·we maintain. 
'/' 

.·• 
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appropriate military ;force levels. When we can reach balanced, 

verifiable agreements with our adversaries, they may limit the 

costs of s_ecurity and reduce the risk of war. Bu.t when we cannot 

agree, we. must -- and we will -- rely on efficient arms programs 

to meet our ·needs.· 

When I leave this auditorium I shall be going out in 

the Atlantic to visit some of the member's of our Navy aboard a 

newly-commissioned air.craft carr.ier. The men and women of our 

armed f_orces remain commit.ted, as able professionals and as 

patriotic Americans, to our common defense-. They must stand 

. constantly ready to fight, in the hope that they never do. 

We must support them in that vig,il·. Money spent on 

them .and on the. prog.rams I have descr.ibed is no-t wasted. It 

purchas.e~ our freedom to fulfill our other gpals . 
. ~:~ 

All of us here sareiy wish that were not so. We wish 

that freedom and t:Ae flowering of the human spirit which 

fr:eedom nourishes--- did not finally depend upon the force of arms. 

But for most of human history it has, and there is 110 

dou:bt that it does' today. Sadly, wastefully, but for the present 

inescapably, we live in a time when those who would destroy human 

values are restrained :less by the knowledge of s-trength of these 

value·s than by the knowledge that those who cherish these va:lues 

are strong. 

I want to be r.ealistic, not pes·simis-tic. Americans stand 

for a set of basic values that we know will uLtimately prevail. 
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We are a ·,confident nation, and with good reason: -our economy 

is the world's most powerful, our institutions are sound, there 

is a new sense of vitality among our people .. 

But the world we live in is not so safe that we can 

afford :to neglect the possibility· .of danger through the miscal-

culations o-f others. Even to desc-ribe modern weaponry,. as I 

have done today, brings us face to face with mankind's potent·ial 

for destruction; but we must come to terms with this dark. side 

of human nature and harness .it unflinchingly for benefic·ial ends. 

We have a duty to stand guard against any threat to,our existence 

a<s a na ti.on • 

To be naive about this duty, or indifferent toward .it, 

is to·increase the risk of a miscalculation. And those of us 

who are Southerners understand, perhaps more vividly than our 

countrymen, w:ha.t this would mean. For we have tas.ted defeat, 

and w.e have seen the deva.station that war brings. My _g.reat 
J 

grandparents saw the. cities of Georgia reduced to ashes, your 

·ancestors from North Carolina suffered a fourth. o.f the Con

-federacy's. casualties. From the-burden of the South's.difficult 

and tortured history w:e can extract lessons that offer ~isdom 

to. our nation. The things we know from our heritage arethose 

that ou:t countrymen sense by intuition. No matter how peaceful 

and secure and far from hard the circumstances of our lives may 

seem, we have no guarantee they will endure. That is why_ we 

must always maintain the strength which, God wil.ling, we. will 

never need to use. 


